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In the Aftermath
of ttre Persian Gulf Var,
More on
"Could W.e ReallyWin?"
Recently some comrades had an opportunity to

interview Comrade Avakian. In the aftermath of the
Persian Gulf war and the victory of the U.S. side over

Iraq, they posed a number of important and probing
questions concerning revolutionary struggle in

imperialist countries like the U.S. and in particular the
possibility of waging revolutionary war against such an
Bob Atnkia.n,
Chairma.n of tbe Reuolutionary Communist Parb), USA

imperialist pouret right in its "homeland." The

following is the text of that interview, which has been
edited for publication.
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In

"Could. \Ve Realty Win?"' )Du utote tbat-uben tbe riSht
conditiorn came together-it reallyumtld belnssible not only to lawrcb
an armed irsulYectian in a count1) like tbe U.S, andfollau it l/p u'/ith
a ciail uar to seize power nationuide, but tbat we canld acfii'ally uin:

Q.:

ddeatthe
of sociely.

militaryp
a few modem airplan* and otber uealnT*, but tbe
utterty defeat tbem, primarily uith nxore tbanforty days
bombingfrom tbe air. Vhen yan lak at tbat,
defeat tbern milrtanly-tbat ue canldwin?

arms and. quite
U.S. was able to

A.: No, I don't. I ttrink we should give up and kiss the ass of the ruling
class! (Uproarious laughter all around)
To give the realanswer: Yes, I definitely still believe what I wrote
in "Could We Really'$7in?".

Q.: But bou do you 8o up against tbeir power? This war wcx
described. as a blitzkrieg uith a lot of nan technologjt tbrown in.
Wat tbey haue is massiue, sophisticated and ouerwbelming ueaponry and lots and lots of troops. Tbeir key obiectiue uas to win quickly
and decisively, in order to break lraq as a potential military threat.
And a major goal in this uar of agression against lraq was to auoid
bauing to engage lraq in a maior conflict on tbe ground ubicb migbt
lead to significant U.S. casualties and military setbacb. I tbink the
u.S. rulerc feared tbat sucb a scenario would bring about a maior
fracture of supponfor the war witbin tbe U.5,, migbt unleash deeper
opposition to U.S. imperialism within tbe U.5., an"d migbt ako unleasb broad. and deEt opposition intentatianally and especially
witbin tbe Gulf regian zmong tbe Arab nlasses and otberc.
So tbe nxaior tactical tbrust of the U.S' was murder and destruction from the air, and euen tbeir land operatton plans uere weigbted
heauily to broad sueqs around and bebind tbe mnin lraqi troop
concentratiars, combined witb air attacks on Iraqi ground forces.
Again tbe uhole point of this uas to try andpreuent massiue ground
t

"Could $Te Really !gin? The Possibiliry of Revolutionary !Tar," Retnlutionary
*431, November 16, 1987. Atso published as an appendix in ttris book'
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fighting. Clearly at tbis tirne, in tbis pafiicular uar at least, tbis was
a major feaare of bout tbey fougbt "tbeir uay." We'ue said many
tiffies tbat tbe key is not to try to defeat tbem at tbeir own game but
to 'figbt our uay." But bow do you figbt "our uay" against an
enerny whicb you can't euen engage directly, ubo kills from a
distance in sucb relentless fasbion?
A.: \flell, to give a basic answet you would have to find the ways to
engage [hem, or force them to get into a position where you could
eogage them, in siRrations and on terms where they were more
vulnerable and where you could bring your own strengths to bear.
You would have to have a military doctrine that could enable you to
do that, and you would have to concretely deploy your forces and
use tactics that could make this work. $fle can talk about this some
more, bu[ you would have to have doctrine and tactics that enabled
you to move right up into contact with them-to move in ways that
would leave you as little vulnerable as possible to attack from their
forces in the air and on the ground. And I believe there are doctrine
and tactics that could accomplish this. The essenLial thing-the basis
for such doctrine and tactics-is to understand the strengttrs and the
weaknesses of both sides, of your own side and of the enemy.
Now, as you said, this recent war was a sober reminder of what
the military power of the U.S. is like. It was sobering, but it should not

be demoralizing. It was a real reminder of what Mao said-that,
tactically, these imperialists are tigers with real teeth. They can do a
lot of damage. This was very graphically illustrated through the
course of this war. They drd a tremendous amount of damage. The
crimes they committed-the full scale and extent of it-are still to be
fully revealed. Talk about war crimes! This is one of the greatest war
crimes of all time. Again this is a sobering reminder of the military
might and of the murderous nature of these imperialists. But, on the
other hand, it's not as if we thought the U.S. military was somehow
not capable of tremendous destructive power.
At the same time we should say that if there were any notions
that we could count on a lot of their technology just breaking down
and not working, that was shown to be basically an illusion. Or if
anybody thought that merely because the war they fought was not
objectively in the interests of the majority of their soldiers-or, let's
put it this way, this war was not in the interests of the class from
which these soldiers were drawn-if anybody thought that simply
because of that the soldiers would lose heart at the first sign of any
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battle and wouldn't fight for imperialism, we were again reminded
that this is not the case. So when you say it was sobering, these are
the kinds of things which were sharply brought out.
But again, these are points we've made before. For example, in
A llorible End, or An End to the Horror?, I addressed this question
of what would we rely on, even in terms of winning over the troops
of the other side. Could we rely mainly on our political work, our
agitation, our appeals to their actual interests? Or would we have to
primarily rely on administering them defeatsonthe battlefield, deflating their morale, disintegrating their ranks? I stressed that we would
have to rely on this-actr:ally defeating them on the battlefield-and
at the same time it would be very important to carry out appeals to
these soldiers' real interests and exposure of the real nature of the
imperialists they are fighting for, the real nature of the war they are
being ordered to fight-how it's against their own interests as well as
against the interests of the oppressed people around the woild,
against the interests of justice and so on. And I made very clear-this
is a point we've struggled through-that we could not coun[ on
winning over the troops just on moral appeals or political appeals:
we'd have to administer defeats to them. We'd have to win them over
primarily on the basis of what we'd do on the battlefield when it gets
like this on the batdefielddown to it. Once you engage an
^rmy
once you enter into warfare with thern-you have to wage itas awar,
you can't wage it as a political battle.
As Mao said, warfare has its own laws, and you have to master
those laws and apply them in practice. It's a different sphere than
politics. Now, war is a continuatianof politics-and just as the kind
of war tbey wage is a continuation of tbeir poliucs and what class
interests they represent, on the opposite side our kind of war is a
continuation of our pohtics and our class interests-but it is a continuation into a dffirent sphere. In short, war is a continuation of
politics by otber nl.eans. W'ar has its own laws. This is a point we've
made many times before. And in z certa:in sense we could say this
recen[ Persian Gulf war confirms this in a. very striking way. It makes
very clear that you cannot wage a war primarily by wagng it in the
propaganda or public opinion spheres, even though those things are
very important. That's one lesson I think has been driven home by
this war.
Q.: Let's go back to tbis point about bout utould ytu engage an enemy
that you can't engaSe directly-that uants to attack you from
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"beyond jmur reAcb." In otberuords, tbere isn't tbat mu.cb prospect
of winning ouer tbe tl.pes like the pilots bombingfrom tbe air. Wbat
about tbis "rnurder At a safe distance" point?

A.: W'ell, that is an imporLant point. First of all, these wars of the
imperialists probably are tn the class interests of the pilots: these
pilots are elite strata within the military and generally they're drawn
from the elite strata in society. They're overwhelmingly white-uppermiddle-class and above in origin and their training is completely
different from that of the basic soldier. Not only their training but their
orientation, where they come from, their whole outlook-in short,
what they do as well as how they think-is very different from the
rank-and-file soldiers, particulady the "front line" ground troops.
This, I think, is important and relates to your ques[ion very
directly, because in order to understand the strengths and the weaknesses of the other side, in order to know them, you have to arra,lyze
them concretely. This is one of the ttrings Mao said-I think he was
quoting Sun Tzu, an ancient Chinese official and scholar who wrote
a lot on war and whose wdtings on war haye influenced many, many
people down through the ages, including Mao. Sun Tzu said-and
Mao repeatedly stressed ttris point-know yourself and know the
enemy and you can win a hundred battles.
So, it is crucial to know the enemy, not just politically but also
militarily. If you analyze this recent war and in particular analyze the
enemy-that is, imperialism and U.S. imperialism in particular-you
can see even in its military configura[ion what its strengtfu are and
what its weaknesses arc and how it is strategically vulnerable.
For example, I started to talk about the pilots and how they're
different from the rank-and-file soldiers. \(ell, in this war what you
saw is that the U.S. force structure, as they call it, is one in which there
are a certain number of fighting units on the ground and a tremen((12i1"-a
61s16
massive logistical apparatus to support the ground
fighting forces and the air forces. And the front-line troops, who
would actually have to do a lot of the acnral ground fighting,
to a
^re
significant degree-if not the majority then to a significant degreeBlack and Latino and definitely in their majority are drawn from the
lower classes of society, ftom our people essentially. lil4rereas the
more you get into the positions that require higher levels of formal
education and training, the more you find soldiers from more middle
class type backgrounds. And, as I said, with groups like pilots and so
on you're talking about people from more privileged, more "elite"
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rype backgrounds.

Iraq fought and also the way it did not fight. The point is that

what you have here is the indication of a sffategic weakness
that was not brought out, or that was not brought to the fore, in this
war because of the way Saddam Hussein's army fought, and drd not
fight. This strategic weakness is that when you're talking about a
country like the U.S. you have a society that is very parasitic. Its
technology and its wealth is based on exploitation and plunder
around the world. And because of its position in the world, it has a

revolutionary forces must develop doctrine and tactics that bring out
and give expression to the sffategic weakness of the imperialists and

So

relatively large middle class, broadly speaking, whose life-especiallyrelative to the people of the woild-is one of privilegeznd comfort
to one degree or another. And, to put it that way, they're very "soft":
they're not used to real hardship.
That's why it was readily admitted that if there were a drawn-out
war in which two things happened.---one, the U.S. took a lot of
casuahies and two, there were no clear prospect of victory-then the
support for the war, even among the more "loyal" sections of the
population, would have been seriously and perhaps quickly undermined. Oh yes, some reactionaries can fight hard, even after taking
casualties; and some of the really die-hard supporters of the system
will continue in that slance even when the govemment gets into a
war that goes badly. This has happened in past wars. But, overall, this
is derinitely not their strong suit.
Put it this way: the imperialists have a built-in contradiction. The
people within their armed forces who are more like us, that is,
soldiers drawn from the basic people, the ones who'dbe more on the
front ranks in the battlefield, are "harder"-they xe more used to
suffering and hardship-but they're also tbe least loyal. They have
the least interest in fighting for the imperialists. 'Whereas the people
(in their armed forces and in society generally) who are most loyal
are the ones who are most "soft," the ones who are least able to put

up with hardship, particularly the hardship of war with mounting
losses and no clear prospect ofvictory on your side.
So this is a strategic weakness of theirs. And this dictates, or is a
maior factor in determining, a certain orientation and doctrine in their
war-making: the necessity for going after quick, decisive victorywith
as few casualties on their side as possible. !7hen you understand

this-when you understand where this orientation and doctrine is
coming from, that it is coming from weakness and not iust from
strength-then you can understand how you must fight in order to
bring this strategic weakness o[ theirs increasingly into play. As I said,
this did not happen in the recent Persian Gulf war because of the way

give expression to our strengths-strengths that represent fighting
"our way."
Mao talked in concrete terrns about some of the essen[ial
qualities of the fighting style of the revolutionary army in China, and
what he said applies generally to revolutionary forces fighring a
people's war. Continuous fighting as well as moving and then fighting without rest, with no fear of fatigue; courage in battle and no fear
of sacrifice; serving the people and fighting for their liberation, not
for personal power or power for any small group or clique-these
are essential qualities that Mao pointed to. Beyond that, Mao made
the all-importantpointthatthese are qualities of a revolution ry
^ffny
fighting a people's war and that no counterrevolutionary arny can
fight in this way----only a force that relies on the masses of people and
fights in their revolutionary interests can fight in this way. Certainly it
should be clear, including from the recent Persian Gulf waq that the
armed forces of the U.S. imperialists cannot have such qualities and
strengths tntbeirway of fighting.
Q.: OK, but maybe tbat's sorl of tbe question bere. It seems tbat oery
mutb pat of u.s. military strategl is tbat tbE) somewhat understand
tbe strategic ueakness tbat lnu're talking about and tbey don't uant
to get their groundforces drautn into any kind of protracted and
costly battle because tbey realize that it ls in sucb banle that tbings
could fall apart for tbem. Particulady a situation wbere battles are
catsing them serious defeats and breaking up tbeir arml>-that's a
big dangerfor tbem. Tbat's tbe wbolepoint. So it seems that tbeir
wbole strateglt is going to be geared touard r,ot bauing to do tbatnot getting into tbat kind of battle...
Q.: ...Tbey did euerytbing to auoid it...

Q: ...Yeab, and if tbey werefaced uith a reuolutianary war tn their
own "bome base," lt would seem tbey uould try to do this quen lnore.
And tbat's tbe wbole question-tbat's "tbeir way"-5s b6u) uould a
reuolutionary army depriue tbem of tbat, of tbe ability tofrgbt "their
way"? Hout could it force tbe fr,gbt onto terms more fauorable to tbe
ratohr.tionary side-in short, ban cu,tld. tt actually srrcceed infigbting
"otff u)Ay"? Tbat's a questian we're going to uart

to

get iTto rnore.

a
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A.: Let me give you a short answer and then we'll get into a longer
answer. I read somewhere that the U.S. declared that its primary
objective in this war was to avoid casualties on its side. Now this is
obviously ahe. That wasn't its primary objective. Its primary objective was to impose its imperialist "new wodd order" and to deliver a
massively destructive blow to Iraq, both to put down Iraq and to be
the opening declaration for this new wodd order-to deliver a siatement to foes of all kinds. But despite the fact that minimizing their
casualties was not their primary objective, it was definitely very

important to them.
The short answer to your queslion is that in order to wage a war
against a military power of this kind, you would have to find the ways

to make them get into battle in such away tlirat they would suffer the
kinds of losses and casualties and hardships that they want
desperately to avoid. You would have to be able to exploit their
strategic wealinesses and bring that into play through the course of
the war. The question of how you would do that is probably our
whole discussion, or a big part of our discussion. But that is the
shorter answer.
Q.: Force them to engage directly...

A.: ...Yes, force them to engage directly and, even more than that,
force them to engage in ways they don't want to engage, because
there are some ways that you could engage them directly that are fine
with them. They'll take casuahies if they feel it's on terms they can
definitely handle, where they can overwhelm you and wipe you out.
You would have to force them to engage in ways they don't want to.
I spoke to this point in a talk I gave not too long ago, "The End of a

Stage--The Beginning of a New Stage":
'Just because in an imperialist country like the U.S. it is necessary
to follow the strategic road of political work and struggle leading to
insurrection in key urban areas, followed by civil war throughout the
whole territory to fully and finally defeat the other side's armed
forces-and just because the other side thinl<s more 'conventional'
fighting in more defined battle areas is 'the kind of war they like'this doesn't mean that we will give them the kind of war they like
a;nyway. As we have repeatedly stressed, once we are into warfare
with them, we will figltt ourway-andwe will fight to deprive them
of the ability to fight'their way.'This is what it means tow^ge people's
war." (See Reuolutionmagazine, Fall 1990, p.24.)
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In basic terms, you would have to seize the initiative and you'd
have to take the initiative away from them. You'd have to find the
ways to reach them when they want to be beyond reach, and you'd
have to find the ways to keep them from reaching ?otl-at least with
anything like the full force they want to "reach" you with.
For example, fighting "at close quarters" or "intermingled" with
the enemy: this is one tactic revolutionary forces could use to deal
with the airpower (and also the ground firepower) of the enemy,
since it makes it very difficult for him to use this massive firepower
without endangering his own forces. In the relalively few instances
in which there were serious, faidy "close-up" ground battles in the
recent war with Iraq, this problem for the U.S. imperialists already
began to assert itself-some of their forces were hit by "friendly fire"
(from their own side). This tactic of fighting "at close quarters" (or
"intermingled" with the enemy) would depend on being able to
"close" on the enemy, to get in close enough to make this tactic
effective, to significantlyblunt his massive firepower from the air and
the ground. There should be more possibility for this in combat in
builrup urban areas. This would apply in both the stage of insurrection in the cities and in combat in urban areas during the civil war
stage of a revolutionary war in an imperialist country, but it would be
more difficult to use this tactic when moving across open spaces
away from built-up urban areas. This one tactic could not provide the
whole solution to this problem. Other means would also have to be
developed for dealing with and countering the overwhelming air
supremacy of the imperialists.
Dispersed mevsrnsff-freaking your forces down into smaller
units when moving-is one such means. And the kind of revolutionary forces we're talking about, exactly because they would not
possess a lot of heavy equipment, with its massive support systems,
and because they could rely on their own efforts and the support of
masses of people for much of their supply and logistics needs-such
forces would therefore not be so "technology-heavy" and not as
vulnerable to air attacks as, for example, the Iraqi army was. This
would be true even in the civil war stage when the revolutionaries
fielded a regular army----€ven then they would not and could not be
relying on massive technological means of warfare. Thus it can be
seen that one of the main weaknesses o[ such revolutionary armed
forces-their weakness in advanced war technology-would also be
one of their strengths, specifically in avoiding or blunting the tremendously destructive firepower of the imperialists, in particular air
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powef.
This whole question of countering the imperialists' air superiority and their decisive technologicaladvantage generally is something
that needs to be dug into much more fully. It is something that needs
to be taken up on the level of military theory and doctrine and it is
also something that will have to be solved concretely according to
the actual circumstances of a particular people's s721-hs1s again the
principle Mao stressed: learning warfare through watfare. One important aspect of taking this up in the realm of theory and doctrine is
'We need to
that there needs to be more summation of the Iraq war.
know to what degree Saddam Hussein and the Iraqi forces tried to
seize the initiative and counter the strengths of the imperialist war
machine but were unable to do this, and to what degree they never
really made any concerted, systematic and ongoing effort to do this.
Two things seem to be true: one, they made some parttzl attempts,
and two, they never made a sustained attempt to do this. But there
needs to be more suflImation. I certainly don't have a full understanding of this and I believe there needs to be more summation
before we make any ftnal assessment about what the Iraqi forces did
and did not do and what they could and could not have done.
But it is clear that, for whatever reason or for a combination of
reasons, they did not try to seize the initiative on any kind of sustained and ongoing basis. And it's very clear that they didn't try to
have an all-out war. This is because of the class nature of Saddam
Hussein and his regime-they are what we call comprador bourgeols-bourgeois elements in an oppressed nation that are fundamentally dependent on imperialism. Fundamentally because of
this, it is a fact that from the very beginning-from the time that they
invaded Kuwait and up ttrough the whole war with the U.S.-they
were always trying to find some way to nego[iate out of dris on some
basis that they could accept. And that's different--+hat's very different-than the way any revolutionary force would fight and must
fight these imperialists.
It is different, for example, than the way the Vietnamese fought
them. Even though the Vietnamese entered into negotiations with the
U.S. imperialists while fighting thern-and even though we have
criticisms of some of their strategy and tactics and some of the ways
these became geared too much toward negotia[ions-srill, they
fought on a completely different basis than Saddam Hussein. Therefore they had a completely different morale among their forces and
among the people. One thing that's clear, for example (and Viet-
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namese military leaders commented about this during the recent war
between the U.S. and Iraq), is that massive B-52 bombing did take a
big toll on the Vietnamese, but it did not destoy their morale and
their fighting capacity. \flhereas, to a much greater degree, it did do
this to the Iraqi army. And that has to do with the whole nature of the
Iraqi regime, its relation with imperialism, what it was aiming foq and
therefore how it fought.
But to sum up the essential point in few sentences: You would
have to make the imperialists fight on terms more unfavorable for
them and more favorable for you. You'd have to seize the initiative
from them and make them engage in ways they don't want to
engage. And if they want to fight from beyond your reach you would
have to find the ways to reach them.
You baue said. in an eadier lnteruieut that "we're not golng to
baue a siruation fiike Ru.ssla in 1917J wbere aprotracted 4 or 5 yearc

Q;

of utorld uar euentually tborougbly undermines tbe foundations of
the existingpower and it nxore or less topplesfrom its rottenfoundatbn uith a pusb." ("Questiorc for Tbese Times," Revolu[ion,
winter/Spring 1986, p. 29 So in that sense it's rnt going to be like
tbe Russian reuolutiarc-it's going to take nxore to get it started, and
yet tbere won't be ary)tbing like 90 percent of tbe people on our side,
certainly not at tbe beginning. Tltis utill definitely be a case of trying
to do sometbing tbat basn't really been done anytbere yet. IXhat do
you say to someone wbo says "look, you're just going to baue to uait
until you do get a situation wbere tbe system is teetering on tbe brink
of collapse, until it is more like tbe conditions tbat existed in Russia,
orotberreuollttionary situatiotls, wbere only a pusb'is needed to get
tbings started anl you can get more tban 90 percent of the people on
your side rigbt at tbe beginning"?

A.: W'ell, I'd say this. First, to argue for waiting like that is essentially
to argue for waiting forever and for giving up the goal of revolution,
and I think that's wrong. !flrong, first because we can't give up the
goal of revolution-revolution is what's needed. That's what the
people of the wodd need. That's what the people in the U.S. needthe proletariat a:n,d the oppressed masses need revolution, and in an
overall and historic sense the majority of people in the U.S. need
revolution and certainly the great majority of people in the woild
need revolution, proletarian revolution.
But ir's also wrong because it's not necessary to wait for condi-
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tions like that. It's not the case that we can't win unless we get
conditions where the government is basica[y toppling on its own
That's on the one hand. On the other hand, a point our Party has
made a number of times, and that is dramatically ernphasized by this
recent wa! is that particularly at the very beginning of the revolu[ionary war, when you'd just be bringing your own armed forces into
being, you wouldn't want to go up against the imperialists'in a
sih-ration where they were in a very strong posi[ion, where they were
not in any kind of crisis, and their military power was not only intact
but was in "high gear," so to speak. Starting out as a revolutionary
force, you'd be starting out by definition with nothing or next to
nothing in the actual military sphere itself, so you'd want to make

to the system: it's a situation like tbat

your move-launch an insurrection-when the other side was

imperialists, then many within the ruling class would turn with a
vengeance on the leaders they held responsible for getring them into

weakened and in crisis. This is a point our Party has stressed over and
over, and for good reason.
Now, having said that, it is also very important to emphasize that
things you've done leading up to the launching of the armed struggle
would count for something. In the case of countries like the U.S. this
means a period of political work and political battles and preparing
public opinion, preparing minds and organizing forces for revolution, building the party and building broad organized ties widr the
masses-all these things count for something. They count for a great
deal in fact. So you wouldn't be literally starting with nothing. But in
terms of actually having an almy in ttre strict sense you'd be starting
with basically nothing. So, two things: first, you wouldn't want to go
up against the fulI power of rhe imperialist armed forces right away;
and two, you wouldn't want to go up against an imperialist regime

when it has the most favorable situation and there is no serious
economic or political crisis.
In other words, when the middle classes are more or less solidly
behind the ruling class, when the basic people are not in a fighting
mood or don't see the possibiliry of revolution-that's not when
you'd want to launch a revolutionary war against the system. You'd
want things to be the opposite of that. I(hen people ate ina combative mood, when they've been fighting the powers-that-be, when they
see the chance of standing up and delivering some real blows, when
in fact they've been doing that, when you've been building up your
own organized forces, when the party's been built broadly and
deeply among the masses, when other revolutionary forms of orgarizatron among the masses have been developed, when the middle classes are splitting and many of them are losing their allegiance

tl:.a.t you'd need politically in
order to be able to then go over to launching the insurrection. And
yot dowant to haye crisis in the system-you not only uantto,you
baueto have crisis in the system.
In the "Could'We" article you referred to, I pointed this out-that
you have to have a serious crisis in society and in gouernrnent. In
other words, it's not enough to just have a generalized kind of
situation of chaos, upheaval, economic crisis, political crisis-you
also have to have a crisis iri govemment. Let's take an example of a
war similar to the recent Persian Gulf waq but let's imagine that this
war goes badly for the ruling class. Even from the experience of this
recent war it is clear that, if a war of this kind went badly for the

what would then be seen as a reckless adventure. And then you
might very well get a real crisis in govemment. You would need
something like that-that is one of the flecessary conditions for
launching an armed insurrection in an imperialist country.
You'd want this in an overall sense and also more particulaily
because this would be reflected in the imperialist armed forces. I'm
not saying they wouldn't be able to fight at all, but you'd want to have
as much furmoil and division as possible in the ranks of the enemy,
including within their armed forces. The launching of an armed
insurrection as the first step in a revolutionary wr in a country like
the U.S. would have to be based to a large degree on political and
social conditions like this. You'd have to have these kinds of conditions. This is the first necessary condition spoken to in "Could We."
It doesn't say you can just go off and start the armed struggle in a
country like the U.S. whenever anybody wants to. In fact it criticizes
that view, it starts right out criticizing that view and says you have to
have certain necessary conditions. And the first one it menlions is
this: a serious crisis in society and in govemment.
You do have to have these necessary conditions. But, on the
other hand, you don't have to have a sitr:ation where the ruling
structures are rcady to topple on their own.

I'd like to get rnore into uhat tbe armed insunection woud look
like and pafiicularly uhat people uould be facing at the uery beginning: In "Could We" you said tbat at any one time tbeir trrups are
tied up in otber tbeaterc and this causes problemsfor redeployment
of theirforces "back home," and so on. But I'm not so sure tbat tbey
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would baue so mucb trouble redeploying and concentrating their
ueapons and tr(nps agair8t an armed irtsurrection in the U.S.
Deperding on the world situatian, tbqt migbt r,ot be tied up in so
manyplaces abroad. Phts, tbe tJ.S. is afier all tbeir horne base-tbey
baue lots of troops there already, tbey know tbe geograpbic and
political terrain, tbey baue buge areas from wbicb they could stage
red.eployment and resupply operations, including underground
command centets, arms dEtots, etc. Thsy baue communlcatlon
$stems designed to uitbstan"d sopbisticated Souiet breacbing, 4 Sreat
ability to manipulate tbe medta and crafi tbe nans any uay they see
fit. And tbey baue quite a bit of experience sealing off and isolating
gheno Areas.

It

seerns that at tbe filst siSrts of armed insurection
m.oue to contain tbe urban neigbborboods seen

rapidly

tbry would
as "trouble

spots," setting up barricades, curfews, martial law restrictions on
mouement and assembly, layng siege to deny food and medical
care, maybe conducting precision strikes from tbe air witb belicoptels, nianipulating the media to black out or distott news of tbe
risings. There is in "Could. We" tbe uieu tbatatfirst, people would nat
befigbting against "all tbat," that atfirstpeople would baue to deal
only witb localpoliceforces (and maybe sorne National Guard-type
units or sornething llke tbat) and tbe in'surgents uould be able to
score some ke'y uictories for a d"a'y or tuo before tbe regular army

uould come in. Butwhy? Afier all, tbey would baue been monitoring
tbe deuelopment of the crisis conditions and reuolutiormry upsurges
anxong tbe people wbicb would baue led up to tbe tirne wben armed
insurrection became possible. Wby wouldn't tbey baue dotu tbeir
prqaratians accordingly? It seems to me tbey could baueiust as good
a set$e of tbe tirning of tbe lnitial armed insurrectian as the reuol:tttianary forces. So, unless tbey're really stretcbed tbin in some conJlicts abroad or sometbing, I'd expect them to haue rnore tban the
localpoltce on band to deal witb tbings rightfroru tbe get.
A.: W'ell, you asked about 10 different questions-there are a lot of
different parts to that question-so let's take them one by one if we
can. First of all, on the question of their being stretched thin internationally: I heard one report that during the high point of this great
buildup and preparation for this Iraq war they had less than 50,000
combat ffoops in the United States itself. Now those are unusual
circumstances, I recognize that, but still, that indicates sometlling
about their intemational commitments, that what was said in "Could
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'We" is

true-these international commitments do mean that it would
be extremely difficuh for them to have all their forces concentrated
toward putting down rebellion in the U.S. at any given time.
This remains true even with

fte changed circumstances with

dre

Soviet Union. Now, at least for the present time, a direct military
confrontation with the Soviet Union is not a very high probability,
and it's not what U.S. military planning is puning as a first priority
right at this time (although they certainly haven't forgotten about it
and are certainly not failing to continue to be prepared for that). Now
fighting the kind of war they fought against Iraq, or fighting wars
against more revolurionary forces directly----counterinsurgency or
counterrevolutionary wars-1hs5s kinds of things have a higher
priority right now on their military agenda. But these things also
require applications of force.
In fact, as people have pointed out, these imperialists'summation of Vietnam is not that it was too bloody but that it was not bloody
enough, fast enough. So that's one of the things they tried to apply
and did apply against Iraq. Now I believe this applies against Iraq in
ways it does not apply against people's wars in countries like Vietnam or even more so the Maoist people's war in Peru today. I don't
believe the imperialists can fight against genuine people's wars the
same way they fought against Iraq. In a certain way Iraq was made to
order for them: they knew that and they took advantage of it, and
they're trying to make a lot of political gains out of it, on top of the
military gains, by acting as if this proves they're invincible. It doesn't.
It proves thatwhen theyhave the kind of setup they like, they're very
effective at dealing with it. And that's exactly what they had in this
war.

But still, all this shows that they do have major intemalional
military commitments, and they will continue to have such commitmen[s internationally. They are compelled to have alarge number of
their forces outside the U.S. at any given time. And it's very likely they

will continue to be repeatedly engaged in various ways in military
adventures and military encounters in various parts of the world.
They have to be prepared for that and they have to have forces
allocated for that. One thing it is important to remember about an
insurrection and civil war in an imperialist country is that to a significant degree the revolutionaries would have the iniliative at the
beginning-particularly in deciding precisely when to launch the
insurrec[ion.

$/hat I'm trying to say is this: the revolutionaries would decide
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when they're going to do that. Now they wouldn't have complete
freedom because there are times when the crisis and the revolutionary sinradon develop, and if you don't seize it then you lose the
initiative and you lose the opportunity-maybe for a long time. But
on the other hand you'd decide, the revolutionary forces would
decide, when they see the conditions are ripe. As I said before, you
wouldn't just jump out and do it at any time, you'd do it when the
conditions are zs favorable as they can get (relatively speaking-you
never can know with complete certainty when the conditions will be
absolutely most favorable and you can't wait for a perfect situation
because there is no such thing-but you'd have to make a judgment
of when the necessary condi[ions have developed to the greatest
degree possible).

You can't become impatient. Just like people wtgtrng

a

protracted people's war in a Third World country who might be in the
mountains for ten, twenty or more yezls cafl'tiust decide "we've got
to go down and take the cities because it's been too long." They have
to fight through and they have to wait until they can really take
them-although in that situation too there is a question of preparing
the ground for seizing the cities in the ways appropriate for the
particular situation. N(e have seen how the comrades of the Communist Party of Peru and their leader, Chairman Gonzalo, have se[ an
example in rejecting any kind of "get-rich-quick" schemes or
"shortcrrts" and have instead taken a serious, systematic approach to
waging people's war, with a clear eye toward winning nationwide
victory and serving the wodd revolution. And with regard to an
insurrection in an imperialist country, the same basic principle applies. You don't launch an insurrection just because you're impatient.
You have to launch it when the conditions are ripe.

but they'll be able to anticipate the tirning also. The ruling
class would be able to pi{k up on tbe fact tbat tbere's increasing
domestic turmoll, tbat tbe reuolutionaryforces are geartng up-all
tbis uouldn't com.e "out of tbe blue."
Q.:

Yes,

A.: Right, but that doesn't mean they can iust decide to forget about
all their international obligations, all their international commitments
and involvements. This is an imperialist system, and it cannot work,
it cannot maintain itself, without serious military commitments internationally.
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Q.: So is tbeir being stretcbed tbin internatianally a prerequisite to
being able to launcb an arrned insurrection?

A.: It is not a prerequisite in *re sense of there being some kind of
"absolute requirement" that they be deeply entangled in some
military adventure-bogged down in a war--or something like that,
before an insurrection could possibly be launched in their "home
base." But ongoing intemational military commitments and the continual possibility of acnral military engagement internationally is a
part of the objectiue picture-it is one of the major features of any
imperialist power. You cannot sit here and say they must be engaged
to x degree, or have their forces abroad committed to r degree of
involvement in so many places, or with so much depth or whateveq
before you could do something. It depends on the total picture, but
such intemational military involvement, on one level or another, is a
part of ttris total picture.
This is an imperialist system tlnt depends upon suppressrng
people and dealing with rivals with force or with the ttrreat of force
in all parts of the wodd-that is an ongoing feature of this system.
One very favorable factoq in terms of launching the insurrection,
would be a situation where they were more deeply engaged, and in
fact bogged down, in some kind of mrlitzry adventure internationally. But whether or not that proves to be part of the mix that
leads to the possibility of waging revolutionary war in an imperialist
country is something nobody can say in advance.
But I will say that you can't sit around and wait for something like
what happened with the Vietnam war-or for the way many people,
the majority of people in the woild, would have liked the Iraq war to
go-with the U.S. getting its nose bloodied and getting bogged down
with no prospect of immediate victory. That would be greatl But let's
face iL that could happen but other things might not come together
and you still couldn't launch an insurrection. Or the reverse might be
true: other factors might be very favorable while that factor (of their

being bogged down in war and taking big losses) wasn't as
developed as you'd like and you might still be able to launch an
insurrec[ion. So you'd have to look at rhe total mix.
And to go back to a point you raised eadier: yes, of course,
especially as they get into a serious crisis and even more so as they

are faced with a revolu[ionary people-revolutionary-minded
thern-right in their "home base," the
imperialists will be closely monitoring the situation and they will be
masses ready to rise up against

1B
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stepping up ttreir suppression. But here we can look at some history
and we can leam from such things as the'S7arsaw Ghetto uprising
during W'orld War 2. Even though it wasn't an irxurrection in the way
we're talking about it-in a way that would be part of an actual

offensive thrust to launch a revolutionlry war with a chance of

actually overthrowing an imperialist power-still the \Tarsaw Ghetto
uprising was a serious act of mass armed resis[ance that took place
under conditions where the German occupiers were very definitely
a:w^re that something was in the making. They'd been aware for
some time. And this uprising took place at a time when the German

Nazis were moving

to
to implement further their Final Solution
'Warsaw

exterminate the Jews, including the Jews herded into this
Ghetto. Yet the Warsaw Ghettouprisingwas still able to jump off and
deliver some blows to the Germans before it was finally crushed.
Now we don't want to see a situation where an armed uprising
is launched in such unfavorable conditions as the Varsaw Ghetto
rebellion, but the point I'm making is that even in conditions where
the other side is very repressive, [aking vicious reprisals against any
kind of resislance, and even when it is expecting some kind of
uprising-it's still possible to launch an armed struggle against them.
That point is very imPortant.
Related to this, you raised this question of encirdement and
suppression...
Q.: ...Yes, we'll want to get into that quite a bit in a rninute, butfirst,

could. you speak more about tbis point tbat in tbefirct couple of

dalr

peopte would be d.ealing mainty witb localforces? Quitefrankly I still
baue a lot of trouble uitb tbat. I reallyfeel tbat tbey would get enougb
of a serse tbat tbeir dornestlc situation was going all to bell and tbat
they bad. to reinforce tbeir localforces, bing tbe Nationnl Guard in
and so on. They already baue some National Guard forces inside
cities, they already baue ghettos partia@ sectled off euen today. I Just
don't see tbis thing about bow for "a couple of day" it would be
possible to u)in all tbese cru.cial uictoies against localforces witbout

hauing toface tbeir bigPower.
A.: \(ell, in this regard, there are two basic scenarios. One, you could

have a situation of outright military occupation by regular armed
forces, which is a very extreme sinradon, but not impossible to
conceive of. If you had that, over an extended period of time, then
that would be a different situation. If that were the generalized
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situation in most of the major cities in the U.S., for example, not only

would that put tremendous strains on our people-rhe basic
masses-it would also put tremendous strains on tbe otber side-the
armed forces of the state-to maintain that. All kinds of strains:
political strains, logistical strains, strains in terms of their intemational
commitments. But if they were to maintain that over a protracted

period of time then you'd be dealing with a different situationyou'd be dealing with a situation of military occupation, and your
tactics would have to be adjusted accordingly.
Now if, on the other hand, you were dealing with something less
than that-if the situation were one where something like National
Guard units were deployed off and on, and there was stepped-up
police repression, cordoning off areas and so on-all these things
also would have to be taken into account tactically, but they would
not make impossible the launching of an armed insurrection. Such
things only emphasize the fact that to do this you'd have to do it
seriously: you'd have to be well organized; you'd have to have a
strong mass base; you'd have to have your partlr deeply rooted
among the revolulionary people; you'd have to have broad influence
in society; you'd have to have deep and wide organized ties among
the basic people and among other straLa in society as well; and you'd
have to have the correct strategy, program, plan, and doctrine-in
short, the comect political line and the comect military line.
Vtren "Could W'e" says what it says about not being up against
"all that" right away, it's talking about how at the start of an insurrection you would not be up against the kind of thing that we saw in Iraq
once the war started there. It's very unlikely that you'd be up against
anything approaching that kind of emplacement and preparation of
military power and then the actual use of that military power in that
concentrated and massive aw^y at the very beginning. This is both
because of the imperialists' overall military cornmitrnents and because it would put tremendous strains on them, militarily as well as
politically, to try to maintain a massive military force within their own
counry in readiness for the possible outbreak of an armed insurrection against them.
"Could 'We" sums up its discussion o[ the "all that" question in
this way: "In any case, i[ is unlikely that right at the start an insurrection would be up against the other side's most powerfully and
effectively armed and organized units, deployed offensively in an
all-out efFort to crush the insurrection." I still feel this is correct.
Yes, they have air bases, yes they have other kinds of military
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bases, yes they certainly have logistical faciliries, ttrey certainly have
lots of supplies, and these would be brought to bear in the course of

a revolutionlry wzr in a country like the U.S. "Could We" certainly
says this would be brought to bear, especially in the civil war stzge,

although the article itself doesn't deal with the civil war stage-it
specifically says it isn't dealing with that-"Could We" ends just
when the civil war stage would tegt, so to speak' But it is during
that civil war stage that the kind of massive military force that was
used against Iraq would be brought to bear.
Summing up this war against Iraq, we can sort of characterize the
way the imperialist army moved there, and the way they like to move
in general, as a very slow, methodical and almost "plodding" buildup, followed by rapid and massive attack. That's the way they initiated the war with the phase of air attacks against Iraq-keeping in
mind the months of buildup before that-and that's also the way they

initiated the ground phase of that war. I think that's generally a
military characteristic that conforrns to their kind of society, to their
kind of military power.

Q.: But I see tbat as a completely dffirent situatton: tbey were
prDarlngfor a desert blitzkrXeg We situatian wbtcb requlred a lot
of slow, plodding buildup of armor and so on, wbicb I don't tbink is
wbat tbey would need in tbe U.S. to deal ulth arrned insurrectlon.

A.: Well, there are things they would try to do quicker than that. For
instance, you brought up eadier that they might conduct helicopter
assaults against revolutionary strongholds right at the beginning of an
insurrectionary phare. But this is still not the same as the kind of
military power which we saw brought to bear against Iraq, or that
we'd see brought to bear as things actr.rally moved into the stage of
civil war-all-out war between two regimes, and two otgartized
armed forces-which is what you'd get in the second, and longer,
stage of the revolulionary war in a country like the U.S.
The armed insurrection-the initial stage-wouldbe shorter and
more telescoped. In the longer stage of civil war you would get more
of these things-these means of mass destruction-brought to bear.
But I don't think that in the first few days during the insurrection they
would be able to marshal anything like that kind of massive force' As
you said, Iraq was a different situation, but that works both ways.
And on the positive side for the revolutionaries is the fact that these
imperialiss couldn't bring that kind of power to bear in this kind of
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situation----of insurrection in the urban areas of their own countryin a period of time of a few days or even a week. As I said before, not
only are there political considerations and contradictions they'd have
to be dealing with, but just in terms of logistics and supply it takes
time to prepare that level of military assault-something even approaching what they used in the war against Iraq.
And, beyond that, the reyoluLionaries'actions would & derluing the other side, to some extent, of the abiliry to concentrate
everything. First, one of thd general principles of armed insurrection
in an imperialist country is "simultaneity" (or at least rough simultaneity). That is, once the conditions existed to launch the revolution-

?ry war, the revolutionaries would strive to begin armed insurrections at roughly the same time in a number of key urban centers
of the country. This, in itself, would give the imperialists trouble in
concentrating all their forces against any one place. In the original,
successful revolution in an imperialist country-Russia in 1917-rhe
Bolsheviks led roughly simultaneous insurrections in the two main
cities of the country, St. Petersburg and Moscow. In a country like dre
U.S., this same principle would have to be applied by the
revolutionaries-but to even more cities.
Second, by the very act of rising up right in the "home base" of
the imperialists, the revolutionaries would be "hitting them where it
hurts." The beginning of powerful, mass armed insurrectioru in ttre
"home base" would ibelf cause significant disruptions and difficulties for the imperialists in terrns of their well-integrated war machine.

I'm not saying all this would make them helpless and feeble. Not at
all. But it would present them with some problems they've never
faced before in deploying and concentrating their forces.
Q.: Sort of on tbe same question, butfrom a dffirent aspect: Isn't it
true tbat ln terrns of military probkms, one of the main contradic-

tians that rettolutionaries in an imperialist country wouldface eady
is that tbe irnperialtsts are going to come tnto tbe war witb a high
leuel of troop training, weaponry, trar?sportafion, colnrnunication
and control. Tbey'd baue tbe ability to figbt in a coordinated and
concentrated way. \Ybereas tbe reuolutionaries uould haue toforge
and deuelop all these aspects needed tofigbt a war in tbe uery midst
of combat. In otber words, what 1nu sai.d before: up until it bappens
the reuolutianaries are not goingto baue an army. Thry'll baue a lat
of Political upbeaual, tbqt'll baue a lot of deueloping organizatian,
tbings like that, but tbe reuolutionaries uton't haue an army. So it
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that in tbe initial phase of tbe armed insurrectk)n tbe im-

perialists would
forces would be
mission of tbese

deprive the enemy of tbe abtlity to bringto bear all tbese strengths-

deprtue tbem

of tbe ability to figbt "tbelr uay"-wbile

the

reuoluttonarTes would be deueloping "our uay."
You'ue talked to some of tbis iust nou, bt tt could 1nu Qeak a little
bit more to bout some of this migbt unfold. You'ue talked abut some
of tbe otber conftadictians-about bow it wouldn't be so easy for
tbern to bring all tbis to bear--but sttll, bow would tbe reuoluttonaries gofrom "almost notbing" in terms of milita?y aq)ects to actually getting it going?

Q.: In tbe initial phase , tDben you're bauing to tttoue
you haue to learn as Jnu 8o.

so

fast and yet

A.: Let me put it this way: I ftink there is doctrine that could be
developed and tactics that could be employed, and I've spoken to
that somewhat. There isn't much historical precedent for precisely
this kind of thing. There are historical examples, including from other
kinds of warfare, where elements of what was done by revolutionary
forces could be applied to waging revolutionary q,'21-i151t11ss66n
and civil v,'21-in an imperialist countly. First of all, there is the
insurrections in Russia. There are
experience
also experi
combat, lik

fuIl-scale and longerJasting urban

e of Stalingrad in Wodd W'ar 2. And

there's the Chinese Revolution, where they fought mainly guerrilla
'warfare for a long [rme, or similar wars like in Peru and other places
today. These are some important historical experiences, all of which
hold some valuable lessons, even though some of these experiences
are somewhat similar to and some of them are quite a bit different,
overall, from what a revolutionary war would be like in a country like
the U.S.
There are also other examples which are not the same in general
terms as what a revolutionary war would be like in a country like the
U.S., but which have elemenb that lessons can be drawn frorn---elements that would be similar----elements of either urban combat, or of
some guerrilla tactics that could be useful. But all this would be in a

different context when you're talking about insurrection and civil
war in an imperialist country like the United States.
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In such a country, as I pointed out in "Could'We," trying to apply
the strategy of guerrilla warfare, in the form of urban guerrilla warfare, will not work. That's not a winning strategy. The winning
strategy involves politically preparing for and then, when conditions
are ripe, launching a massive armed insurrection (or simultaneous
insurrections), which from the very beginning would involve broad
masses of the people. In a very short period it would have to involve
millions of people-on one level or another, and certainly in support
activity-and it would have to involve tens of thousands of people
directly as combatants in a number of major cities. But on the tactical
level, some of the lessons that can be leamed from urban warfare in
things like the great Stalingrad battle in'W'odd ]f/ar 2 or other important urban batdes, and some of the tactical things that have been
done in protracted guerrilla wanfare, such as in China or today in
Peru-those things canand should be leamed from.
There are these kinds of lessons that couldbe applied andwould
have to be applied by any revolutionary force seeking to wage a
people's war in an imperialist country. Butyou'd have to apply them
according to the actual conditions you'd be dealing with. It is necessary to study the concrete conditions of any particular country. And,
to win, you'd have to master such things as knowledge of terrain,

logistics, the tactics of the enemy, and so on, and apply tleat
knowledge concretely. I believe that that could be done.
Let's not make these things mysterious, or hold them in some
kind of religious awe. Let's have a serious scientific approach, let's
make a sober analysis, take real stock of the actr-ral power o[ the
enemy, and more than that of its acnral doctrine and tactics, and so
on. But after a1)., these things all depend on human beings. Tanks, for
example, are armored vehicles-they're vehicles that have armor
ar,dare mounted with weapons-they're not magical things. There is
experience, even from the Spanish Civil \(ar in the 1930s, both
positive and negative experience, that people can leam from in terms
of the masses innovating military vehicles and weaponry. After all, it
is the masses who make the weapons the imperialists use; and if they
can do that, tlaen, when the [ime comes, tJrey can innovate various
kinds of weapons and means of waging war that suit the strengths of
our side--lhe strengths of the revolutionary masses fighting ir tbeir

ounintercsts.
The point is this: if you have the masses on your side-and this
is the most decisive factor-you can innovate all sorts of things.
Vtren the time comes, you'd have the ability to produce weaponry
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of your own, for example to make homemade tanks, to the degree
that would be desirable and necessary. And, on the other hand, you'd
be able to develop weapons to help deal with the tanks and even
various kinds of aircraft the enemy was using. You could do this as
well as capturing many (or most) of your weapons from the other
side, and perhaps adapting many of these captured weapons to make

them more suitable for waging reuolutionary warfare-for fighting
"our way." There are all kinds of things that can be done if you have
masses of people who are rising up with revolutionary determination
and heightening their revolutronary consciousness. On this basisonce you had the necessary objective conditions and the masses
were unleashed-you could radically change the situation in a very
rapid time. These are the kinds of things that are talked about in
general terms in "Could \7e," and this is what you would have to do.
One of the things that characterizes an armed insurrection of this

kind is that political work and political orgaruzation lay

the
groundwork for it. And once you'd made the qualitative change,
once you'd entered a whole new stage where you'd actually be
engaging in military struggle as such, then a lot of these things that
you had done in the phase of political preparation would have to be
and could & transformedtnto things thatwould be directly military.

For example, the groundwork you had laid of organized ties with
broad masses of people could be transformed into military orgarization of the masses-that is, organization to wage and support the
revolutionary w21-y7hsn it was actually underway.
And there are other ways in which the same principle could be
applied. That's why the period of political preparation is not nothing;
it's very important even in organizattonal terms as well as in political
terms. And at the same time emphasis has to be laid on learning the
lessons of wars that are fought by both sides-both the enemy side
and our side, globally speaking. This means learning from the U.S.Iraq war, learning from military history generally, and especially
where revolutionary wars have been fought, and seeing what lessons
can be applied so that a doctrine can be developed tleat fits ttre
concrete conditions. So even if there is not yet a situation where they
are engaged in revolutionary wa4 revolutionaries should be looking
at ttrings in terms of the future, and part of that involves studying how
things like mass political orgarization could be transformed into
military terms when that was the approprizte zjtd necessary thing to
do. And that has to do with how you could go from almost nothingor from just having the seeds of something-to having things blossom
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very rapidly, once the ground had been prepared both by your
political work and by the development of the objective conditions.
Q.: Some of wbat I'm trytng to get at is uhat is thebasis
to do tbis?

for being able

A.: In an overall sense, two things are the basis: one, the work you do
in the period of political preparation-the political, ideological, and
organizational work and strirggle-and the other thing is the str_rdy of
military history and military theory and the development of doctrine.
Those two things would get brought togetJrer-in a new way, on a
higher level-when you actually entered into the stage of waging
warfate, that's the point.
Q.: Ict's imagine a situation wbere tbere is armed insurrectlon in tbe
U.S. and tbe irnperinlists are stretcbed tbin in terms of their military
commitrnents, a situation utbere tbeir whole system is being
threatened. Now we hnow tbat one of tbetr main concerns ls tbat
tbey don't uant to be in aposition wbere their troops ba.ue to get into
fierce and protracted combat and tbere's a risk that tbeir wbole
military structure couldfall apart. Giuen exactly tbat twe of situation, isn't tbere tbe possibility tbat if tbey saw an armed i?xsurrection
corning doum in a number of cities, tbey migbt take a city like, say,
Detroit, wbere the Black population is uery mucb concentrated and
set offfrom tbe wbitepopulatian euen someuhat more tban in other
cities-isn't tbere tbe possibility tbey migbt jttst take it and, not
necessarily nuke it, but really go into a massiue bombardmmt and
cornpletely destroy tbat citJ), causing hundreds of thotrsands of
casualties? Tbey could do it more in tbe inner-city areas, not rrccessarily hitting theirproducti.on capabilities, the auto plants and so on,
but mainly going afier tbe Black rnasses in tbe inner city, and tben
u.se tbat, publicize it broadly to euerybody eke to say, "look, tbis is
wbat we're going to do to tbis thing; eitber you're going to stop, or
we're going to do tbis."

'Wouldn't

tbis be a uety decisiue tbing, pafticulady in terms of
from being able to bring broader forces-our
reseraes-into play, rigbt at tbat crucial moment? Rigbt at tbe point
wbere we're making our initial gains, wbere broader forces are
starting to come into tbe picture-rigbt at tbat point tbey migbt say
ue'ue got to stop it and tbis is tbe way to do lt: gtue euerybody a
powerful mess age tb at "look, you c arry on wit b tbis itxurrection and

stopping our side
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tbere's going to be horrible destructian and annihilation, so Wu
better stop rt right bere."
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could decisively affect the war situa[ion as a whole and the outcome
of the war overall. So if the revolutionaries in such countries carry out
their strategy and tactics correctly, they can gradually build up their

quickly
Q.: A scenario wbere, tike in lraq, thei uould uant to win
and decisiuely and auoid inuoluing too lrt'any of their ground troops

armed forces and gradually surround and then finally defeat the
ruling class which is having to become more and more entrenched in
the cities as it's encircled from the countryside. Such a situation has

exarnple and try to nip tbe insurrectian tn the bud.

its obvious particular features and advantages.
On the otherhand, whenyou're talking aboutmaking revolution
and waging revolutionary war in an imperialist country, you have the

tbat tbey knou are not all tbat reliable. Tbey'd want to set an

A.: First, this kind of action would be a great gamble for their side.
rVhile they would want it to have the effect you say, it would also
dramatize the fact that there was a deep, all-out crisis and struggle in
society and, especially if the revolutionary forces, the most determined revolutionary forces, kept firm and all over the country they
intensified both the struggle and the exposure of the vicious nature
of the state, such a measure might fail. It might even be made to
backfire on them and be the "last straw" in actually winning many
more middle forces to the revolutionary side at this crucial moment.
The whole armed insurrection as well as the civil war period in a
country like the U.S. would have as one of its features, no matter
what, a battle for the allegiance of the middle' A vicious act like this
would be a pivotal point in that way, too, and might be made to
backfire on therrF-deepening their isolation from even the people in
the middle. So that's one Point.
Second point is, all this does emphasize again the importance of
the work of political preparation and also ideological preparation. I
keep emphasizing this because one of the particular characteristics of
a country like the U.S. and the way the revolutionary struggle goes
down there is that it does follow the general strategic road of a period
of political preparation followedby the launching of the insurrection,

giving way to a civil war, which is all-out wafiate between the lwo
sides and two armed forces. And understanding the particular characteristics o[ the revolutionary road is very important.
There are advantzges and disadvantages to everything. The advantages of a situation like Peru, for example, where they can follow
the path charted by Mao for countries of that kind, oppressed
countries, is that they can wage the armed struggle from the very
beginning of the revolu[ionary struggle. This is both a particular
feature of a country like that and also a particular advantage-that
the revolutionaries are able to build up their armed forces slowly,
over a period of time, without having to enter into decisive military
engagements with the otJaer side, that is, military engagements that

disadvantage that you cannot wage the armed struggle from the
beginning and you cannot start small and gradually build up your
armed forces over a protracted period of time, avoiding decisive
engagements until you build up your armed forces more, and so on.
That you cannot do this has its definite disadvantages, no ques[ion.
But on the other hand, you have to seize on the posirive things there
are in this situation.
The positive thing, that you have to n-lrn to your advantage, is
what you cafi. do: engage in political work, cany out militant political
struggle with the other side, and carty out a lot of ideological work
and struggle as well, in building up to the time when the objectiae
conditions-that is, what's going on in society and the world, crisis,
all these things we've talked about-become favorable enough that
you can then jump off into the armed struggle in the [orm of a very
telescoped and concentrated armed insurrection. The point of all this
here, how this relates to the scenario you described, is that whether
or not they can get awaywith something like you're talking aboutjust devastating a whole urban area with massive bombing-has a lot
to do with the kind of political and ideological work.. .

Q; . . .Wat

is tbe

link... you're talking about tbe ideological work.

..

?

A.: ...The link is this: In preparing the ground for revolution, not only
do you have to do polirical work and have organized ties and build
tbe party wisely and well, and very broadly and deeply among the
basic masses of the proletariat; you have to do the same thing, to the
greatest degree possible, among other strata of society, among the
middle class, where other people are standing up and fighting
against the system. And this will have very important bearing on the
outcome of the military struggle when you do enter that stage. This
is a point that is stressed in "Could We."
One of the things about this recent

war-I

do not believe their

In
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polls! Their polls are ridiculous. I don't believe their claims of overwhelming, basically unanimous, supPort for the war in the U.S. It's
obvious there was a lot of opposition to this war. In a lot of ways
people opposing it were put on the defensive for a certain period of
time, and then the imperialists won the war, which gave them a
certain advantzge politically, obviously, but it's dear that there was a
tremendous outpouring of opposition all over the world and including in the U.S. Things like the outpouring of opposirion to that war,
along with things like the rebellions of Black people against racist
oppression and the battle of women standing up and fighting around
the question of abortion and more generally around not being oppressed and abused, and many other things that we've called faulr
lines in society: these provide fertile soil in terms of preparing the
ground for revolution.

Vaging political battles and creating revolutionary public
opinion, not only influencing people but recasting the political terms,
realigning the forces so that they're more favorable to the proletariat,
and building not only inJluence among the middle class but also
otganized tiesvery broadly and deeply as much as possible there: all
ttris is very importznt. It is this kind of work that would putyou in the

best posirion to deal with the kind of situation you are talking
about-when conditions do sharpen up and the armed struggle is
underway and you might get the scenario you're talking about, with
massive bombing of inner-cify areas. Having done political and
ideological work-and having those organized ties-you'd be in a
much stronger position to be able to move on that in a way ttrat they
couldn't simply isolate and attack concenrations of the most basic
people and murder them off without the rest of society being thrown
into tremendous upheaval and nrrmoil, and even orgartrzed opposition.

Q.' So )ou're saying it's 4 questian of political costr/ That tbey
wouldn't do tbat kind of Detroit scenario' or that tbqt would bt'tt
couldn't get away witb it becau.se of political costs?
A.: No, I'm not saying exactly that-or not iust fhat. I€t me quote
something I wrote in An Erd to tbe Horror which I think speaks
directly to this:

"The insurrection and civil war to follow must be viewed,
strategically, as a whole, and in an overall sense must be guided by a
unified doctrine and strategic orientation.
"This is especially important given the concrete conditions and
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relations in the U.S., where the social base for proletarian revolulion
is concentrated so preponderantly in the 'urban cores' and where a
key question from the beginning of the armed insurrection will be to
'break out' of an enemy encirclement, containment, and suppression
of these 'cores.' In fact, the emergence of a sifuation in which there is
a 'good shot' at doing this in at least a number of urban concentrations is a decisive aspect of the objective conditions needed to launch
the armed struggle for power." (An End to tbe llorror, p. 78; also in
Bullets, p. 105)

In other words, I'm not simply saying that it's a question of too
high a political cost. I'm saying that you have to do your political
work, and your ideological work (and I'm going to come back to the
ideological work in a second), in surb a way thatwhen things get to
this point then you'd be able to move. And at that point this would
include being able to move in a miliury way to prevent them from
just carrying this off, just destroying whole urban areas without
suffering serious political losses and military losses as a consequence. They would lose the allegiance of broader sections of the
people and this would be translated into military gains for the
revolutionary forces.

The ideological elernenl comes in, particularly among our
people, among the basic masses, but also generally in society. A very
important part of it is the whole question of "Fear nothing, be down
for the whole thi.g." We have to raise up people ideologically and
politically so that we're prepared for what the enemy will bring
down. Because part of what would be necessary then would be for
the masses to fight even amidst the rubble and to withstand

this- to

be in such a mood and to have such a level of understanding that
they'd fight through this, as horrible as it would be.
'When I
say that we haye to raise up people ideologically and
politically so that they are prepared and could stand up to this and
fight through it, I mean first and foremost that we have to bring
forward an advanced section of our people who have proletarian
class-conscioruzess--who have really taken up and taken to heart
the stand, viewpoint and method of the revolutionary proletariat,
including proletarian intemationalism. Lenin made the very important point that until people become class-conscious they can always
be played for suckers-they will always be the victims of deception
and self-deception in politics, is how he put it. And if we consider the

kind of scenario you've raised, where the revolutionary war

has

begun and the ruling class has responded wittr massive, murderous
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bombardment of urban areas, then you cafl see very cleady how
without proletarian class-consciousness-without a leading section
of our people who have the largeness of mind and the self-sacrificing
spirit of the revolutionary proletariat-the pull toward narrow interests and conceffIs, toward looking out iust for yourself andmayt:r. a
narrow circle of friends, would take hold and have sway. Then you'd
be on the way to be defeated and crushed-there's no way that

people would hold out and fight through the kinds of extreme
devastation we're talking about.

it is to wage an active ideological
forward our ideology, Marxismbring
struggle and to boldly
So this shows how crucial

Leninism-Maoism, and win people to that ideology. People need to
be trained to underst2nd the nanrre of the enemy and who their real
friends are (all over the country and all around the wodd). They have
to leam to see though the tricks and intimidation of the enemy, see
that their concerns have to go beyond themselves, their own family
and neighbors, etc. If this proletarian class outlook has some real
inJluence in society and if there's a core trained solidly in this kind of
woddview, this class-corscious largeness of mind and self-sacrifi cing
spirit, all kinds of miracles will be possible. You can see how that
would have literally life-and-death implications, especially looking to
the time when everything would be on the line. That ideological
orientation itself would be what we call a mood-creating factor
within the war sih-ration. That itself would have both political and
military implications.
In another place in "Could We" I discussed, in concrete terms,
the point about breaking out of this encirclement we have been
talking about here. I said the kind of political work that had been
carried out and the political situa[ion that existed would have not
only political meaning but military meaning. Itwould have a lot to do
with whether or not you were able to move through certain areas;
whether you'd be given a friendly or hostile response; whether you'd

be given support while support was denied to the other

side;

whether you'd be given intelligence while intelligence was denied to

the other side-in other words, whether people would tell you
where the enemy is and not tell the enemy where you are, whether
people would actr:ally consciously mislead the enemy. This has to do
with where people's sympathies lie. And that, in n-rm, has a lot to do
with the question of all the political work and struggle that marks the
stage of preparing for revolution. This includes creating public
opinion broadly; it includes taking on the enemy in political battle;
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and it also includes building up organized ties and building the party,
broadly and deeply, both among the basic people and among those

other strata.

\7hen you come down to the point where things jump off in the
openly military sphere, these things would have direct military meaning in the kinds of ways I've just talked about. And that has to do with
whether they could get away with the kind of massive destruclion of
urban areas that you raised, or whether you'd be able to counter this,
not only politically but also milirarily.
Q.: Still on this point, I'd like to raise another scenario, in tern6 of
practi{al questions inuolaed in breaking out of an encirclement.
You'ue empbasized in other talks and urttings the importarrce of
relying prtmarily on those ubo don't haue a loue-bate relatiotxbip
uitb tbis s),stern and way of life, rigbt?
A.: You mean who just have batred for it.
Q.: Rigbt, wbo aren't ambiualent in terrns of uawing to bold on to
tbis slxtem, utbo really don't have allegiance to tbis utay of life and to
tbis system. If that's ubo ue mainly reljt on, and if tbese kinds of
forces are prirnarifit conrentrated in certain neigbborboods, in tbe
gbettos and barrlos of the big ctties primarily, tben tbese areas could

be quickly isolated and contained by the enemy wbo would use
bombs, incendiary deuices, ntgbt-time raids, etc., to quickly squasb
tbe uprising and keep

first

couple of days

itfromspreading-I'mstill talkingabout tbose
so. Talk about sbooting fisb in a barel!

or

Remember wbat tbey did to tbe "MOW" people in Philadelpbia? Not
lening tbem get out, and tben using a belicopter to drop an incendiary bomb on tbe roof I think that is how they would try toplay rt,

except on a biger scale, on the scale of wbole neigbborboods.
understand the point about...

I

A.: ...Yeah, butwe won't...
Q., . ..1 underctand tbe point about bow if, in tbose first couple of
days or so, 1nu could take tbe initiatiue an"d bold on to it, break out,
and get some key uictoies agairut tbe other si.de's local forces, tbat
you'd actually baue more of a material basis, a political basis, to
break out of tbe encirclement and draw some of tbose reserueforces
and allledforcesfrcm otber sffata to Wur si.de. But you'd haue to be
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able to get tbosefi6t st@s in before you bad a basisfor doing tbat.
And if they did sott of a 'MOW"-We scenarto, bt'tt on a biger scale,
how would. you get out of tbat literally geograplic isolatianfor one
tbing?
A.: Well, the MOVE sin-ra[ion is completely different. Without getting
into the question of the politics of MOVE, and so en-ls1'5 be clear
ttrat this was a vicious murderous attack on MOVE, but it's a completely different kind of situation than what we're talking about.
'W.hen you're talking about armed insurrection, first of all the
orienta[ion of the revolutionaries would be olfensiue, not defensive:
you couldn't sit in a static position and let the other side attack you.
This is not a criticism of MOVE: they weren't try'lng to have an armed
insurrection. But in terms of an armed insurrection, this is not what
you'd do. As I said, you have to not only do political work, you have
to study military theory and develop military doctrine, even in the
period before things have directly gone over to military struggle. And
your doctrine would have nothing to do with sitting there and letting
them come and attack you. Your doctrine would have to do with
going on the offensive with various tactics; your doctrine would have

to do with, from the beginning, creating a situation where you

wouldn't be shrck within the confines that they wanted to keep you
rounded up within; and your doctrine would have to do with breaking out of any encirclement and suppression that they would set up:
it would have to do with attacking them rather than waiting for them
to attack you-that's what would be required once you actually
reached the point where the insurrection was on the order of the day.
All these things would be a necessary partof a doctrine of armed
insurrection. It's a completely different situation dmn one in which ...

Q.: ...But how? For irctance, in terrns of tbe concentration of tbe
basic masses in gbettos and barios, does tbat mean tbat you would
somebou make sure that you uere rrot Seographically concentrated
like tbat before tbe armed irsurrection would stafi?
A.: No, it means that when you go over to warfare, you wage warfare.
And part of waging that warfare would be breaking out of any kind
of encirclement-to the degree possible before they'd be able to set
up such encirclement, but even after they'd set it up. Finding the

ways to break out of that. Having the doctrine and the tactics for
doing that. \flarfare is warfare. Encirclements are only encirclements
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as you don't break through them.
I mean, what is aftontinbattle? A front means that one force is
on one side and the other force is on the other side and thatyou can't
penerarc-I'm on this side and you're on that side and I can'[ come
on your side, and uice uersa-rJral's what a front means. But fronts in
war are only relative and not absolute. And you can say that fronts
are meant to be broken, they're meant to be peneuated. So a front is
only a relative thing, you'd change the front by how you'd fighl end
if you couldn't go through fionully you'd go on the flanks, if you
couldn't go directly, you'd go indirectly. In other words you wouldn't
let the situation develop in which they set up an encirclement that
you v/eren't capable of breaking through. Both by seizing the initiative and also by breaking through when they did set up an encirclement-you'd counter this tactic of theirs. And this goes back to what
I said eadier about having a doctrine that not only indicates your
methods and means of fighting but that also reflects an understanding of how rhe otber si.de wants to fight and anticipates their
strategy and tactics, at least in basic terrns.
as

long

Q.: Look, I knout tbqt're not all-powerful, but I'm bauing trouble
picturing tbls. Because I don't tbink lt's like tbe situation in lraq
wbere it trnk tbem a long time to buiW up all tbese tank battalions,
moue all tbts beatry bardware and so on. It took manths to build tbat
all up. But irride tbe U.S. tbey'd be using more like urban counterinsutgency tactlcs tbat could be put into effect uety, uety rapidly.
It seems like tbeumefactor is a bigfactor in terms of being able
to break out of tbe encirclement. Vby couldn't tbey basicallyJly ouer
key neigbborboods, drop incendiary bombs on roofiops, do "nI.ASS
murderfrom a safe distance" in tbat way? It would be uery dfficult
to engage tbem, tbey mlght not euen use low-flying belicopters tbat
can be sbot doun, tbEt migbt r.se aitplanes bigber up. It seems tbat
tbis could be done by tbem in a matter ofhours!
A.: Perhaps it could, theoretically, be done in a matter of hours. But
frst of all, experience doesn't indicate----even up against more spontaneous rebellions-that these things get done that quickly. For one
thing, there are political decisions on their part. I don't care how
rutlrless and bloody they arc, there are still tactical questions, political
questions that have tactical implications. It takes time for them to
make political decisions. They can't just do these things without
serious political considerations. That's one thing.
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Another thing is, logistically, they'd have to be in a position to be
able to resupply, to be able to set up landing ateas, and so on. They
could do much of this quickly, but not necessarily in a matter of a few
hours. Certainly they can move this way relatively quickly and it's
quite possible that they wouldmove very rapidly. But that wouldn't
settle the matter. Again, there would be several ttrings that would
come together. The politi{al work you'd done in preparation. The
id.eological work, so people were prepared for this, so people, instead of saying I'm willing to risk death so I can "live large" for a little
while before I go to iall or am killed, are rcady to live their lives and
risk death for much greater things. Now you have a sinradon where
a lot of the youth are willing to kill each other off just for a few
moments of glory, or a few moments of living large or riding high'
Our political and ideological work has to cbange that, has to move
people in a different direction where they're prepared to fight and die
for much greater things and to stand up to what the imperialiss
would bring down against a revolutionary rising.
But there's also the directly militarysphere. Anybody fighting in
this type of sinradon on the revolutionary side would have to have
doctrine and tactics to deal with this, to break out of this, so you
weren'[ just sitting there. Yes, of course, they'd bring down tremendous destruction! But that's not the only thing that would be happening. There's the question of what the revolutionary side would be
doing, how it'd be moving. For example, I raised before the example
of Stalingrad and places like that. That was a different situation, and
perhaps later we can talk more about how it was different and what
can and can't be leamed. But one thing that can be leamed is that
people fought from the rubble there. If the enemy bombs places and
bums them, he creates rubble. That's wha[ happened in Stalingrad
when the Germans bombed and bumed that city: people fought from
rubble! But, besides fighting from rubble and resisting in a defensive
mode, more imporlant, especially in the opening phases of an insurrection, would be to move in an offensiue mode. To actually move
ftrough gaps in their lines, around their lines, attack targets...you
know, they are not God! First of all there is no God, and second of
all, they're not itl
So they couldn't defend everything equally at all times' They'd
have to make decisions and have priorities too. You'd have to anticipate what those would be and you'd have to be able to react if it
tumed out mainly the way you expected but some minor parts were
different, or if they did a whole different kind of thing than what you
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expected. You'd have to have a flexible enough doctrine and a
flexible enough force to be able to respond. I'm not saying that it
would be easy, but it could be done! You couldn't just sit around and
let them attack you without you attacking them. They couldn't both
attzck

ar;.d

guard everything

equally-with equal force.

The whole point of insurrection is that no matter how much
foreknowledge the powers-that-be might have in

a

general sense that

it's coming, it's still very likely that it's going to surprise them! The
Germans were surprised when they were attacked and they were
surprised by how they were attacked by the Jewish resistance fighters

in the \Tarsaw Ghetto, even though they knew something was coming! They don't really expect this from the oppressed, they certainly
don't expect it to be orgarized, and they don't have any expectation
of the kind of commitment, the kind of daring, the kind of courage. . .
Q.

:

...

and they aluays underestimate t he

messes.

A.: They always underestimate the masses, and that is a law: they will
underes[imate the masses. No matter how much they anticipate an
uprising of some kind, they will not understand ttre well of deep
hatred and also the tremendous and lofcy spirit that is potentially
there among the masses. And that is exactly what could and would

be brought out through the political and ideological work of
revolutionaries and then the direct military organization of revolutionary masses when that was the order of the day.
And this could translate, in military terrns, into sulprise and
initiative, if you had the right doctrine and tactics. So yes, they would
do these things-make these massive assaults-if not in the first few
hours, certainly before very long, and you'd have to be prepared to
deal with it.
Q.: So it uouldn't lo<tk like just rlots tn the gbetto uhen lt started off,
Tbere'd be a sort of breakingout-of+be-gbetto ospect to tbe offensiue

rigbtfrom tbe staft, right?
A.: Riots or rebellions are very good. They are the oppressed rising
up to fight back, going up in the face of their oppressors. This is very
important even if it is spontaneous and not led znd orgarized by a
revolulionary vanguard. Such rebellions are pat of the necessary
preparation for what we're talking about. But that's exactly what they
a;;e-p rt of the period of preparation-they
p rt of ttrat par-

^re
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ticularly in the serue that they represent the heightening of the
masses' willingness and readiness to really take on the enemy. Yet
what we're talking about is completely different-it's on a whole
other level-insurrection and civil war. And this is one important
reason why you'd need a vangrard party to lead it. Because it would
have to be organized, it would have to be led in an otganized,
disciplined, systematic way. It would have to follow a plan-{ifferent parts of the revolutionary forces would have to all fit together
in terms of the general plan while also having initiative and flexibility
in what they'd do. It would have to be following doctrine and tactics
actually geared to waging warfare.
That's what you're doing when you wage an armed insurrecLion-you're fighting a war. You're not having a spontaneous rebellion. As I said, spontaneous rebellions ?te gre t, they're definitely
part of developing the fighting spirit of the masses, breaking down
the awe the masses have of the other side, bringing the hatred the
masses have for this system into concrete expression, giving life to
the desire of the masses for a better way, and so on and so forth. But
what we're talking about here is warfare, and warfare has to be
waged like warfare, it has to be led like warfare. Otherwise you're
not talking about revolutionary warfare. You're not ulking about
armed insurrection and civil war. And that's what is being talked
about.
has to be patd to tbat point abut
"when Jupiter aligns itself witb Ma6, " that is, to tbe degree possible,
it's better to launcb tbe armed irxurrection 4t tbe point uben many
middleforces in society are leaning awayfrom tbe Mers. You'd euen
tuant tbat to include sorne sectiars of society tbat baue traditionally
been uery backutard, tending strongly to support tbe ruling class. Yet,
looking at tbe recent uar agai?zst lraq, it uas clear tbat orrce tbe war

Q; It seems like a lot of attention

began, desprte fue fact tbat there uas unprecedented m.ass outrage
and opposition to the uar at tbe outset, the inperialists were abh to
nl.aneu.uer broad sectians of tbe tnasses into'friendly neutrallly" on

rulen. Or at least tbE/ uere able to mnke it appear tbat
way, wbat witb thepatriatic boopla, yellow ribbons,Jlag-uauing and
so on. It seems tbat theforce of tradition and stability really countfor
tbe side of tbe

a lot in

U.S. society.
To contirute on tbis: regardless of bow "ju.st" our cause is, tbe
arrned lnsurrection would be uery bloody, and the normal soclal

fabric would

be seuerely disrupted.

And in a counry like tbe U.5' it
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seems like a lot ofpeople uould say: "I bate tbe way tbingswere, but
tbis is WORSE! " Tbe media uill portray tbe rnatses as "hostages of tbe

reuolutionary fanatics" or maybe

rc "caugbt betueen

the terror

of

botb sides." Tbere uill be a pull touard utanting to cling desperately
to the side most likely to uin and to restore order. And, atfi?st, tbat's
bound to appear to be tbe si.de of tbose wbo are already in power.
Hou would Wu ouerconxe tbat in tbe initlal stages of tbe armed

insurrection?

A.: Well, again, there are two things. One, this does have to do with
the kind of political and ideological work you've done, building up.
I€t's get right down on the ground: you're getting bombed, you're
getting bumed out-who do the masses blamd That has a lot to do
with whose side they see justice on. That's one thing. That has to do
with all the political work you do, all the political struggle and
ideological struggle during the period of political preparation as
we've generally defined it.
But, at the same time, people's attihrde also has to do with who
they think is going to win. Everybody is affected by that question,
their morale is affected to one degree or another. The most dedicated, hard-core, conscious revolutionary forces are going to have
the stand of holding out no matter what. But you'd have to win
broader masses, among the basic people, and also among the
broader middle class forces: who are they going to blame if
reyolutionaries are moving through their neighborhoods and those
neighborhoods are bombed? This has to do with the general sinration
in the society and the world, and with the kind of political work and
ideological work you've done. That's point one.
Point two comes back to the other thing I've been stressing; it
comes back to your military doctrine and tactics and how you'd deal
with thir-whether you were able to seize back the initiative. When
they attack you, can you seize back the inidarive? This question gets
posed in political struggle, but it also gets posed in a concentrated
way in military struggle.
I'm not familiar from where I'm sitting with all the ins and outs of
what happened in the U.S. in the political struggle around the war.
But a general pattem that can be discerned is that in the beginning
the forces in opposition to the war had grelt deal of initiative-so
much so that Bush and the rest had to ^comment on it directly and
were obviously very arrgry and upset about it. Then they counterattacked politically: they called forth their forces, they suppressed
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information and news about people opposing the war, they made it
seem like everybody was going along, and so on and so forth. And
this kind of sent the forces opposing the war reeling back a little bit.
Especially some of the less experienced and less firm ones. From
what I have leamed, many got caught up in all this "support the
troops" stuff and weren'l clear about that. And before all this could
get sorted through and the forces most solidly in opposition to the
war could regain the iniriative and counterattack politically against
this offensive coming from the ruling class, the U.S. was able to break
through and win the war.

Now, this kind of thing is bad enough when it happens in
political struggles, but it has far grcatet consequences when it happens in the directly military sphere-it can'tbe allowed to happen!you cannot let the other side seize and maintain the initiative. In
other words, the revolutionaries would seize the initiative at the very
start. I don't care how much the ruling class knew it was coming,
there's a good chance-and history argues-{hat the revolutionary
forces could seize the initiative in the beginning. Then the other side
would counterattack and regain at least a good measure of initiative.
lenin, in talking about insurrection, quoted a statement from Marx
that says that an insurrectionary struggle develops in this way: the
revolutionary attack leads [o counterrevolutionary counterattack, in
tum compelling higher forms of revolutionary attack. That's the way
it would have to go. That's a law, if you want to put it that way, of
how it's going to go. That's the nature of the thing.
So, you'd be able to get some surprise and initiative, catch them
off-balance in various ways, attack in places they weren't expecting,
in ways they weren't expecting, with tactics they weren't expecting,
and so on and so forth. Then they'd begin to get a sense of that and
they'd bring to Lre.ar a superior force to begin to regain the initiative,
begin to bring down tremendous destruction. You'd have to be able
to meet that, on a higher level. And your doctrine-your principles
for fighting-would have to anticipate that tlnis is going to happen,
and anticipate in general terms (not in every detail, that's impossible,
but anticipate in general terrns at least) bow it's going to happen, so
that you could prepare and plan in advance to meet this counterattack by them.
All these things have to do with keeping the initiative. The
initiative is tremendously important. Mao said it is declsioeinwarfare.
The initiarive means the ability to do what you want and to impose
your will on the other side and deprive them of the ability to do what
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theywant. It's not so much just a question of who appears to be more
powerful atany giventime, it's alsoverymuch a question of who has
the initiative. To take the example of the recent waq the Iraqi forces,
preEy much from the beginning of the war, lost the inidative, and
they never gained the initiative. They did ry some things. How much
they tried, and how much they were prepared to really carry through
on the iniliatives they began, still, as I said, needs to be summed up
more. But they were never able to deal with this dialecric drat I'm

talking about where one side seizes the initiative, the other side
counteratlacks, reseizes the initiative, and you have to meet it and go
back on a higher level.
So the initiative is extremely important. It's important in two
ways. It's very important in directly military terms-whether you
have freedom of movement and whether you can do what you want
to do and impose your will relatively speaking (not in absolute terms
but relatively speaking) and deny that to the other side. And it also
has very important implications politically, which in turn have direct
bearing on the military sinradon. In other words, if you've got initiative-if you're able to move in ways that you want to move, to strike
the enemy where they're not expecting it and inflict blows on them
and deny them initiative, then you've created a good situation. Even
if the other side still
very powerful and is still capable of
inflicting tremendous ^pryarc
damage, destruction, and suffering and is even
doing that, still, if you have initiative, you can sway masses, you can
firm up the people who are akeady inclined to support you, you can
inJluence wavering forces toward your side. If you kxethe initiative
and can't get it back, then you're on your way to being done in, and

you're going to lose the masses. Even many among your firmer
suppoftefs are going to waver.

Q; Jumping abead, at the point uhere tbe reuolutionaryforces bad
basically accornplisbed tbe goak of the armed irxurrection in a
number of large clties, uhere tbey bad actualbase areas of reuolution uhicb tbe'y controlled and bad already initiated someforms of
tbe dictato6bip of tbe proletariat, of people's pouer at tbis point, it
seems like tbings uould be preny mucb gening into tbe transition to
all-out ciuil uar. Now, if tbe imperialist forces bad been basically
driuen out of tbe cities, it seems tbat mucb of tbeir social base and
administratiue and military stnrcture would rnost likely be concentrated in tbe suburbs and countryside, some cities tn certain
geograpbical patts of tbe countty, an"d possibly in pafts of otber
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nearblt countri.es.

It seer$ tbat in general terms tbe goals of tbe rettolutionaries
would be toextend tbeirpolitical inJluenre more broadly in society,

including uinning ouer as rnany people as possible in tbe suburbs
ard farmlands to join tbe strugle, to establisb tbe embryonic new
society and to establisb politif,al and military control, linking up tbe
s@arated liberated base areas together througb regioncil and
countryu)ide consolidatlon. Tltis would baue to go on eum ubile
being engaged in fierce battles to defend wbat bas already been
liberated and to destroy tbe military pouer ard. political and
geographtc positions of power of the enenxy.
The point bere is tbat you'd better not jttst keep your armi.es in
tbe cities, in a defersiue posture, a1ler you'd driuen tbe enemyforces
out to a certain extent. Witb tbe Iraqi anny we'ue seen what that
"hunkeing doutn" euen in a uery strong passiue defensiue positlon-can lead to. So you'd haue to go out and. at sorne point secure
broader areas and engage tbe enemy in mobile warfare. Here it
seems tbat, utben ytu're out ln tbe open, tbey'd baue better opportunities to cut you up from tbe air. You'd baue real problems in
maintaining supply lines to )Dur reaf maintaining communicatians betueen Wur center and the ua?lous parts of tbe reuolutionary
arrny on a nationwid.e basis, tbings like tbat.
I tbink tbeir strategy would be to cut tbe uariou.s reuolutionary
armies offfrom eacb otber andfrom tbeir supply bases, and then to
utipe tbem out, mainly by destroying tbem from tbe air but ako by
ground combat supported by airpower. Tbe question is, wbat would
be tbe uay to d@rtae thern of tbat, and to figbt "our uay" under
tbose circumstances?

A.: Right from the beginning, even in the phase o[ armed insurrection
at the very start, one of the goals would be seizing, and leaming how
to use, equipment, while at the same time beginning to make your
own equipment. That was my point eadier about tanks. Tanks are
armored vehicles. So long as masses of people were with you, under
those circumstances, you could make vehicles and you could make
armor: you could make armored vehicles. To what degree specific

things like tanks would be desirable and usable is a question that
would have to be determined concretely. Also, it would be necessary
in that situation to come up with ways and means of countering and
at least blunting the effect of helicopters and other aircraft that they
would use to amack. And especially as things moved into this phase
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you're talking about now-the civil war stage-it would be necessary to do a number of things to deal wirh what would be thrown at
you by the other side.
One of these things at that time would be developing ways of

countering at least to some degree some of the higher-flying
aircraft-including, to the degree possible, forcing them out of the
pattems in which they want to attack-while also understanding that
the revolutionary forces would have to witbstanda lot of this kind of
attack as part of the picnrre. That would be part of the equation for
some time. Again, the political andideological questions interactvery
powerfully with the military questions.
Thinking further about ttris ciyil war slage, we can learn from a
general pointMao made. He said this in terms of revolutionary China
vs. the imperialist powers: they have their forces among us and we
have our forces among them. He explained that the imperialists had
counterrevolulionaries within China even while it was a revolutionary country; and, at the same time, in these imperialist countries, he

said, we have revolutionary or potentially revolulionary forces
among thern-the workers and other strata whose interests are opposed to the system.
This kind of thing would exist in a situation of civil war within
(what has been) an imperialist country. At a certain point if the armed
insurrection is successful things would look a little like a checkerboard, even within particular cides. There'd probably fu. a crazy
checkerboard of areas held here and there by each side. But then,
things would get "sorted out" through the conlinuing warfare, first in
cities where the armed insurrection, if it were successful, would
overwhelmingly clear out the counterrevolutionary forces, and as
that happened there'd be some linking up between the revolutionary
forces in different cities and in the areas between thern-at least there
would be areas where they could travel and link up, areas they'd
control, where they could move supplies and so on.
So the revolutionary regime, or the different parts of it, would be
linked up to some degree. Things would "congeal" into fronts and
into opposing forces----opposing regimes and opposing armed
forces. And then drat would be a different situation. The quote I read
earlier (from An End to the Horror) says you have to have an "overall
strategy for the whole revolutionary war" in a country like the U.S.,
an overall strategy ttrat takes into account both the initial insurrectionary stage and then the civil war stage. Still, each stage is distinct,
with its own features, even while rhey would have to be approached
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with one overall strategy. And when you got to the civil war stage and
you had these two opposing regimes, then the point Mao made
would apply and would have important implications: Theywould be
among us, and we would be among them-they would have
counteffevolutionary forces within the areas controlled by dre
revolutionary regime, and uice uersa.

goingfunber into tbis wbole question-and in order to get
a clearerser6e of it-maybe it uould be gcnd to back up a little and
speak to what are tbe obiectiues of the armed irsurrection and wbat
would define tbetransitiot to tbe ciuil war stage.
Q.: Before

A.: \Vhat generally would define the transition is what I iust spoke
to-that basically you would have established liberated areas, linked
them up, and formed, at least in a beginning but functioning way, a
revolutionary regime that actually exercised power and authority
over a certain area. There might still be scattered fighting within the

revolutionary area(or areas). Undoubtedly there would be scattered
fighting against at least remnants of the counterrevolutionary forces,
of both the actual army of the other side and of "civilian" counterrevolutionaries who'd get together to oppose you. But nevertheless
you would exercise authority and power within a certain area (or
areas). On the other l-rand, it's unlikely that you'd conquer the territory of the whole country all in one stroke. That would be great, but
it's unlikely.
Much more likely, and almost certain in fact, is that even if the
insurrection were successful, you'd complete a cettain stage where
insurreclions in various cities basically would have driven out the
opposing forces (at least to the degree that the revolutionaries exercised basic power and authority) and where some of these liberated
cities had been linked up. Still, as you iust suggested, you probably
wouldn't have it all in one continuous area. It could well be that
you'd have areas that are linked up but at the same time they're
separated from other revolutionary areas by enemy-controlled territory. So over the country as a whole you'd have a larger kind of
checkerboard, where there'd be revolution ry are s, govemed by a
revolutionary regime, but they'd be isolated from each other and in
between the old regime or counterrevolutionary forces of one kind
or another would still be exercising military control.
There would be a civil war between these two opposing forces,
these twopou)er.s; one representing the old regime, the old rule, the
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oppression of the people; and the other represenling the new, the
revolutionary, the liberation of the people. Then you'd be into warfare which, even though it would have unconventional features,

particularly on the revolutionary side, would more resemble
"classical" warfare between two armed forces and two regimes.
Once you got that situation, where you'd cleared certain cilies and
established revolutionary authoriry and military control and linked
them up to the degree possible, and the other side had rhe areas it
controlled, tbenyou'd be into the civil war slage. That's what would
define the leap from the insurrectionary stlge to the civil war stage.
Another key aspect that would define it, in military terms, is that
the revolutionary forces had defeated the first attempts of the other
side to crush the initial uprising. In other words, I still don't believe
that in the first few days of the insurrection the imperialists would be
able to bring to bear "all that"-their massive military force on
anything approximating the level of what they were able to bring to
bear against Iraq in that war after a long buildup. But as the insurrection went on, and probably even within a few days, they would bring
to bear a significant military force from the air as well as on the
ground, including helicopters undoubtedly and very likely other
aircraft, as well as tanks and other armored vehicles. The insurrectionary stage would only be successful and would only give way to
the civil war stage if, and as, the revolutionary forces defeated these
initial attempts at crushing the uprising in that way.

Q; If I couW intelect bere on tbe questian of being able, in the
transitbn, to establisb in a beginning uay "red political lnuter" in
tbese liberated zones, I uas trying to tbink about tbe differerrces in
terms of wbat tbat would laok like in a country like tbe LI.S. us. in
Tbird lYorld countries. In Tbird W'odd countries 1nu baue proffacted
people's war based in tbe countryside and irwoluing the estau
lisbment of liberated base areas in parts of tbe country wbere red
political Inu)er is actually exercised in a beginning uay priar to tbe
counttyuide seizure ofpower. In tbose areas the redlnuer immediately chalnges the daily conditions of life of tbe people, ofien in
dramatic utays: first st@s are taken to do sucb tbings as redistribute
land; tnstltute some edu.catlon and bealtb care for the masses;
forcibly rernot)e tyrannical landlords, Inliti{iar$, and police from
tbe scene; decisiuely put a stop to some of tbe predatory bebauiar to
be found among tbe people tbemselues ubicb uictirnizes especially
tbe rnost poor and powedess; reuitalize agriculture to better meet tbe
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needs of tbepeople; etc., etc.

Tbere are many sucb things that are immediately begun. And
tbis is uery important becattse, irg)tt awzy , tbere's a big material basis
to strengtben and deuelop tbe allegiance of tbe popular masses and
tbeir inuoluement in tbe armed red power, tbe ratolutianary regime
and. armed forces. Of cource it gets complicated there too because

sometimes liberated areas get retaken by tbe enemy and seuere
repressian can tben befall tbose wbo took pafi in or suppofied tbe
reuolution. But still, liberated base areas in Tbird world countries
giue people animmediate and dramatic sense of uhat kind offurure
society tbe reds are tlying to bring into being on a fltore national
scale.

But in a country like the u.s., tbe initial aduantages of being the
firct on your bloch, or tbe fitst area in your city or whateuer, to

welcome, support andfigbt alang witb tbe reuolutionaryforces-to
try to establish tbat redpoliticalpower-tbese aduantages migbt not
be so apparent.

A.: First of all, some sense o[ this, only in a beginning way and mainly
in terms of potential, will be gotten by the masses through the period

of

political preparation-political work and struggle, ideological

struggle, and orgarizational work--that goes on even before you get
into the military struggle. People will beginto get a sense of the kind
of changes that will come into being, iust as when people rise up in
any kind of struggle they begin to get an embryonic sense of that. But
of course, until the old order is overthrown' sooner or later a particular struggle ebbs or is defeated and the ruling dass is still in power
and tlee relations don't change in a basic way, so things more or less
go back to "business as usual." But still, people can get a beginning
sense. And then, once the revolutionaries broke ttrough in the initial
insurrection, some of the things you're talking about would begin to
take place.

You would be building on the work and struSgle that has gone
on in the period of political preparation, but it would represenl a
great new leap when the insurrection jumped off. In those areas
where the revolutionary forces seized power and unleashed the
revolutionary energy of the masses, giving this conscious expression
and leadership, relations among people would change dramatically,
radically, right away. For instance, the old police forces would no
longer have power and auttrority. People would not be brutalized by
the police. 'Women would not be afraid to walk down the streets, day
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or night. I'm no[ saying there would no longer be any instances of
such things as rary, because things can't be completely changed that
rapidly, but the whole situation, even in those terms, will change
radically. 'Women would be rising up in arms, everybody would be
oriented in a different way, the whole situation would be radically
different. Even among the middle classes. Debts would be canceled

by the revolutionary regime, debts to the old authority and insritutions would be immediately abolished as a general rule.
Atl kinds of things woLld change, people would get a living
sense of that, even though, as compared with what you describe
about protracted people's war in Third uTodd countries, it would be
much more telescoped and opposing forces would be fighting at
much more close quarters, so you wouldn't be able to exercise power
and authority over a protracted period without having to continue to
fight even to some degree within those liberate d areas. So here again
things would be different than where the revolutionaries wage a
people's war as you discussed it, a protracted people's war in a Third
'Wodd
country. But there will be elements...
Q.: .,.5o these changes would be taking place euen as people taere
figbting not to get confined to tbe cities but get out there ...

A.: ...From the first day of the insurrection these changes would
begin to be made-radical changes would begin to be made right
away. They would be made much more fully once the cities got
cleared of the counterrevolutionaries, at least to the point where
throughout many of the urban areas (and territory between these
urban areas) the revolutionaries began to exercise military control
and political authoriry. Then you'd begin to make broader changes,
even if those were still really only beginning transformations.
As you carried forward with the civil waryou'd make still greater
changes. And of course upon victory even more fully developed
changes wouldbe made, and so on. But from the beginning, and on
a certain level, dramatic changes would be made in people's lives-

changes in the way people relate, in who is exercising authority,
how, and for what. The masses would be unleashed to exercise
authority in various ways. They would be led, they would be organtzed polirically, but thqtwould exercise authority. From the very
beginning of the insurrection this would begin to be brought into
being. It certainly would be developed further as the revolutionary
forces fought through the insurrectionary stage and actually estab-
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lished a regime (or regimes) and then moved into the civil war stage.
So tuming to the civil war stage, I started to speak to this point
that they are among us and we are among them, as Mao put it. This
has political expression, but it also has military expression. The
reactionaries would be among the revolutionary forces, at least in the
sense that they would Lre over the people's heads dropping bombs.
They would be "among" the revolutionaries in that sense. It wouldn't
be possible to prevent that, certainly not to prevent it altogether at
that point and for some time. It would be necessary to find ways to
counter it and, as I said, to try at that time to disrupt the pattems of
how they'd do it, to make it more difficult for them and so on. But
you wouldn't be able to stop it altogether. That's going to be a major
factor-they are going to be among you in the military sense, at least
in the sense of dropping bombs down on the revolutionary people.
I think the revolutionaries would have to be among them in the
military sense too. That is, I don't believe it would be correct to
simply fight from a defensive posture, and certainly not a passive
defensive posture.
It might be the case that at least for phases of the civil war the
revolutionary forces and the revolutionary regime would have to
fight from a strategic defensive posture. In other words, a situation
where the other side is attacking and you're defending is what would
essentially chatacteize what's happening for a certain period during
the civil war. It is possible that would happen. But even then you
would have to have tactical counteroffensives, even within that
phase when you were strategically on the defensive. You would have
to find ways to go into their midst and attack thern---especially in
places and in ways they were not expecting. You would have to be

"among them" militarily. You would do this partly by stirring up
rebellions and uprisings within their rear areas, because don't forget
there would be basic masses and other revolutionary-minded people
also in the areas they control.
But that would not be enough. As Mao said-and I'm going to
apply it to the kind of situation we're talking 2$e111 nes,7-e,'[ere the
broom doesn't reach the dust doesn't vanish of itself. One important
lesson in this regard is that sympathy for the revolutionary cause is
not enough to enable the masses to be able to rise up and overthrow
the old authority. In other words, sympathy for the revolutionary
regime would not, by itself, direcdy translate into the masses successfully rising up and overthrowing the reactionary regime within its
te r arels. That would tzke orgarization, it would take planning, it
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would take doctrine, and it would have to be coordinated with actr:al
military attacks by the armed forces of the revolutionary regime from
the outside in various ways. So that would have to be a part of what
the revolutionary forces were doing even during a time when they
were fighting from the strategic defensive, if that proved to be a
necessary phase. In that phase the role of armed insurrections would
be different than in the beginning stage of the revolutionarywar. And
in an overall sense, during the course of the civil war stage, uprisings
in the enemy's rear would ntainly hinge on successes at the front by
the armed forces of the new revolutionary regime.
The other thing is, even if, during this civil war stage, you did
have to fight for a time from the strategic defensive, it would have to
tx actiue, not passive defense. This means you couldn'tbe static, you
couldn't just sit in one place or sit in certain isolated places and wait

to be attacked. And it means there'd have to be tactical counteroffensives and tactical counterattacks coming from your side as part
of your overall strategic defensive.
And in general during the civil war stage there would have to be
movemen[ and a great deal of mobile warfare, and that would be
difficult. Because one thing that has been shown is that these imperialists have highly developed mechanized means of mobility,
both air and ground mobility. And to be able to counter that and be
able to move in ways you'd want to move and deny them the abilify
to just have complete freedom of movement-that would be difficult.
But that would be a part of what the revolutionary forces would have
to do.

Q:

\Vbat's tbe breis to baue tbe ability

deuelop

n dqriue

tbem of tbat and to

your own mobility?

A.: \7ell, I've spoken to some of that, and we can get into it further,
but I'm not sitting here pretending that I have all the answers to all of
these questions. These are questions that have to be studied, these
are problems that doctrine has to be developed on. Things that
certainly should be snrdied are experiences like the revolutionary
war of the People's Liberation Army, led by the the Chinese Communist Party, against Chiang Kai-shek after Wodd War 2. This waq
which led to the complete liberation of China, was a war in which
you did have two regimes and a civil war between them, and the war
went through various phases. In the first phase Chiang Kai-shek's
forces Oacked and armed by U.S. imperialism) were on the strategic
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offensive. They were defeated in this strategic offensive and the
People's Liberation Army went over to the strategic offensive iself,
thoroughly defeating the counterrevolutionary forces of Chiang Kaishek and winning nationwide victory.
So this is one of the experiences that definitely should be
snrdied. There is a lot more study and summation that needs to go on
of historical examples, both on the revolutionary side and on the side

of rhe imperialiss, including recent experience such as the war
between Iraq and the U.S. (and its imperialist "coalition").
I am stressing the need for such study because it would be wrong
to sit here and act as if all the answers are known concerning the
queslions we're discussing. On the other hand, some things can be
said about this and we can get into some particulars.
Q.: Can we bach up a little on tbis question of strategic offen'siue and
strategic defensiue? I'm trytng to undextand tbis more conrpletely in
terrrs of bou tt's dffirentfrom a Tbird World. country. At onepoittt,
in speaking of a situation wbere tbe reuolutianary forces in Cbina
u)ere on tbe sftategic defensiue, Mao talked about bow tbis was a
situation ubere tbey were "one against ten" (in terms of tbe ratio of

tbetr forces us. the enetny's forces), but loitbin tbat they utaged
tactical offensiues and battles where thqt bad tbe ouenabelming
numerical aduantage ("ten against one') in figbting a part of fue
enemyforces. Eadier you said tbere rnight be aspects of tbe strategic
defensiue in a ciuil uar in a country like tbe U.S. Couldpu speak to
that a bit more? To wbat efrent would it be similar to or different
from tbe approacb in a prctracted People's war in a Third \Yorld

country like China?

A.: Well, as you noted, "one against ten" means you're greatly outnumbered in terms of total forces. That's what Mao was talking about

when he used the formulation, "strategy: one against ten." But you
move in such a way as to fight battles where you have the overwhelming advantage in numbers (as well as surprise and so on),
which is expressed by the other half of the formulation, "tac[ics: ten
agains[ one."

Now, exactly how the situarion would fall out, once this kind of
wzrtarc we are talking about in an imperialist country developed to
the civil war stage-what the strategic balance would be-I don't
think anybody could say in advance. In other words, it might and it
might not be the case that you'd be outnumbered ten to one. It would
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depend on how well you did in the iruurrectionary stzge and how
well the other side did, and how things kind of fell out through that.
But in some very basic ways things would be different than the
kind of warfare that Mao is talking about in China. He's talking about
protracted people's warfare where they start out with small forces
and relatively quickly they are able to establish base areas, but these
are relatively isolated, even from each other, almost like islands in a
sea of enemy-held territory, in the beginning; whereas the ruling
regime of Chiang Kai-shek in the early stages of the Chinese revolution controlled most of the country-it not only had overwhelming
technological superioriry but it had overwhelming control of most of

the country, had much larger numbers of troops, and so on. \When
Chiang Kai-shek's troops attacked the base areas, [he revolutionary
forces would evade the inirial attacks and would move and encircle
in ways to be able to attack a flank or pafi of the enemy forces,
^ numbers and defeat it.
isolate that part, overwhelm it with superior
They'd seek to annihilate it-in other words, either kill the enemy
troops or completely put them out of action, if not permanently then
for a considerable period of time.
So there are some radical differences, qualitative differences,
between that kind of war situation and the kind of civil war between
fwo regimes that would come about as part of revolutionary war in
imperialist countries. In this kind of civil war the fighting would not
be the same kind of protracted guerilla warfare but in its main
character would be more [ke conventional warfare between armies
of two regimes. It would certainly involve forms of guerrilla warfare,
especially on the revolutionary side. There would be a role for
guerilla operations in areas where the enemy held sway but wasn't
able to exercise firm control (weakly held enemy areas), in contested'
areas, and even to some degree in areas under firmer enemy control.
And besides a role for yarious forms of guerrilla warfare, there
definitely would be forms of mobile wafiarc that would have to be
engaged in by both sides, including by the revolutionary side.

Q.: When Jnu say tbere would be mainly conuentional uarfare,
what da you mean by tbat?
A.: rJflhat I mean is this: There would be some more traditional forms
of warfare, including some positional warfare, where each side is

basically established in and fights from definite positions and there
are more fixed batde lines. At the same time, much of the fighting
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would probably not be positional but would be mobile watfatewarfare where one or both sides engage in extensive movement and
even fight while on the move. And it's likely that this would not be
mainly mobile guerrilla warfare, waged by irregular armed forces
mainly fighting in smaller units, but would be mainly mobile warfare
waged by regular armed forces, most often fighting in larger formations.
This would be one of the distinguishing features of the'fighting
style of the revolutionary forces in such a civil war (and even in the
insurrectionary stage): to fight on the move. Because one of the
things the revolutionary forces would have to master is the dialectic-in other words, the back-and-forth-between concentration and

dispersal. Being able to concentrate to fight and then disperse to
move: that would be one of the things that would be necessary to
mastel even in the insurrectionary phase, but very definitely in the
civil war phase as well.

Again, this would probably not mainly be guerilla v21f21gsmaller units using the tactics of hit and run and then melting back
into the population or moving away and evading battle. Rather, in the
main it would probably involve larger units-at least concentrating
larger units for battle, then perhaps dispersing to move, and then
once again reconcentrating larger units for battle. And so on. It's
likely the fighting would involve many battles pitting larger units on
both sides against each other-that would characterize the warfare in
this stage, not only on the counterrevolutionary side but on the
revolutionary side as well.
Q.: Vhat, orwbere, would tbe reuolutianaryforces diQerce to wben
thE) dispefie?

A.:'Well, you would disperse to move for one thing---either to move
to Ll arel to wage a batde or to move back to a secure zre to
regroup, and so on. You'd assemble alztget force over alarget area
to fight a battle in that area, then if you were going to move to another
to fight (or to regroup) you would disperse some of your
^rel
ranks-break them up into smaller units-to move, in order not to be
as l.ulnerable to attack, especially from the air. That would be one
thing you would have to do. Also you would have to be good at
fighting on the move. Imperialist armies do this in their own way, but
the revolutionary forces would have to learn to master this in "our
way." For example, to fight while movinS, or to move to at ttea and
fight immediately without taking time to set up a whole logistical
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base and everything. This would be one of tlee advantages the
revolutionary forces would have. Again, crucial to this is enjoying the
support of the people in the areas you are moving through.
Q.: So if you're hol.ding sorne cities and you don't taant to be sitting
ducks, you might moue out to areas of tbe suburbs and countrlxide
ubere tbe otber side bas set up its forces and is massing to attack
you-you migbt moue out tbere and attack tbemfirst? Or would 1nu
drau tbem into Wur sfforfgholfu in tbe clties and then attack tbern
tbere?
A.: There might be some application of both of these kinds of tactics.

First of all, the revolutionaries would have their most solid strongholds in the cities, but it might be necessary, for a certain period
during the civil war stage, to give up a city, or temporarily move your
forces out of a particular city, while leaving behind underground
forces and leadership to orgarize resisLance against the enemy's
occupation forces. This is one of the reasons it is important to study
the experience of the civil war in China between 7946 arrd 1949,
which I referred to eadier. In that war the communist forces did give
up territory, they even gave up their headquarters in Yenan for a
certain period of [ime. And while a civil war in an imperialist country
would be different in some important ways than that war in China,
there are definitely things to leam from that experience and it might
be that you would have to give up certain areas or certain cities rather
than fighting to the last person to defend certain cities.
On other occasions you might fight "to dre last person"-that is,
refuse to give lp ar.^rea and fight snrbbornly to beat back an attack
on it. You might do that not only to defend that place (for example,
a cerl;:in city) but to absorb z major attack in order to tie down large
numbers of enemy forces, thereby making it possible for you to
attack in other places and win decisive victories, perhaps changing
the course of the war as a whole.
Here again is where the experience of Stalingrad would have to
be studied to see what application there would be. In that sitr:ation
the Soviet forces fought a bitteq prolonged batde with their backs to
the Volga River, absorbing the brunt of a massive German attack and
tying down large numbers of German forces, who had air superiority
and overall superiority in weapons and technology. Then, once these
German forces had been fought to a standstill and denied dreir
objective of conquering the whole city of Stalingrad, the Soviet forces
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unleashed a massive counterattack, utilizing large numbers of forces
they had held in reserye, to encircle and annihilate hundreds of
thousands of German forces and their equipment. This battle was a
tuming point in the overall war against Germany. As a result of this
battle, the Soviets seized the initiative and soon launched a strategic
counteroffensive across the whole Eastern front of the war with
Germany. This counteroffensive not only drove the Germans'out of
Soviet territory and back into Germany, it played the major part in
defeating Germany altogether.
This and similar experiences would have to be snrdied to see
what application there might be in the context of waging a revoluLionary waq particularly in its civil war stage, in an imperialist
country. You would have to concretely arnlyze what your sinradon
was. There would be cases where you would be controlling cities
and outlying areas around cities and also controlling areas of movement between cities but you would also be moving some of your
forces out from these areas you controlled. You wouldn't simply be
sitting in the ciries waiting for the enemy to come and attack you.
There would be some battles that would take form like that, very
probably, but I don't think the situation would be such that it would
be likely that you would want to fight only in that kind of way, only
from that kind of defensive position within the cities you controlled.
So while there mightbe lessons from Sulingrad, I don'tthink the
Stalingrad model is the way you'd want to fight the whole war, even
after you'd entered the civil war stage.
There would almost certainly be sin-raLions where you would be
moving out to attack the other side. You'd be moving through areas
to cut off the army of the other side from where they wanted to go,
or to cut their supply lines; or to isolate them and maybe come back
later and attack them from the rear as well as making some attacks on
their flanks or even, in certain cases, from the front. Various movements and engagements like that, which you have to do in order to
fight---that's what you have when you have warfare between two
armies, two regimes...
Q.: ...But let's get back to tbis question of bow you uould deal with
this thing of being cut off by air pouer once Wu are in tbe open.
Because 1nu'd haue to get in tbe open. It makes me tbink of tbat seuen
miles of higbway out of Kuuait, uhere tbe U.S. bad all of tbesepeople
(Iraqi soldien inJligbt, mostly) out on tbe road and basically sealed
it off andpounded itfrom tbe air.
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A.: ttr(ell, that was an atfrry drat was in retreat at that time and to a
significant degree was in disarray. This was partly because of the
pounding it had taken and partly because of the whole way in which
the Iraqi regime was maneuvering and seeking some accommodation with the imperialists. Again, rhis needs to be studied more but it
is clear that ttris is what they were doing at the end. They were in
retreat and theywere also seeking accommodation, so this was more
like Jligbt. At least from the iruttal appearances this was not even an
organized retreat of an army fighting its way out.
You wouldn't want to be put in that kind of sinradon. There
would be times when you'd have to retreat. But then you'd want an
ordedy retreat or evacuation of your forces from an area. you
wouldn't want to be in flight and be routed and wiped out like that.
How to deal with the air power of the enemy? I spoke to this in
a beginning way atthe start, but to go into it more: there seem to be
two general ways air power could be dealt with. One is by the
extensive use of tunnels and things like that. In the areas that you
were holding onto, particulady in the cities, there'd be a lot of
tunneling, a lot of operation out of tunnels. The Chinese did this
extensively in Korea, for example. Mao talks about how they literally
carried on their business while the enemy was moving right overhead at certain times. And of course the Vietnamese made very
extensive and successful use of tunnels in fighting against the U.S.
imperialists. So there would be some application of the lessons from
experiences like that-again, you'd haye to apply this concretely.
And drere also would be the question of mastering dispersal and
concentration, particulady dispersal of movement and concentration
to fight. But even in concentration to fight, there is a question of
relative dispersal wittrin that. In other words, you wouldn't have to
just line up so that you're the most easy tffget: you could still deploy
your forces in a way that they'd be relatively dispersed over a
battlefield while they'd be concentrated in the sense of being coordinated to fight one overall battle over one large area. These are
some of ttre things that would have to be applied.
You would have vehicles, you couldn't move only on foot. you'd
haye yehicles, and you'd have to figure out ways to move that would
make you as little yulnerable as possible. You wouldn't be able to
completely avoid being hit from the air, but you'd have to be as little
vulnerable as possible. For example, one thing about B52s is that
they seem to be very good against mass concentrations but not as
good against small groupings of soldiers or vehicles that are moving
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but are not massed. Also, you wouldn't have to only move ofl roads.
Vehicles could be reized or innovated at the time that could move
through different cypes of terrain. But you'd have to do some movement on the roads. Again, there is the example of Korea, when the
Chinese fought there (together with the revolutionary Korean forces)
against the U.S. (and another of its imperialist "coalitions" under UN
cover). Mao tallis about how they mobilized masses to send off flares
and so on to warn of approaching enemy airplanes, to help avoid or
rninimize damzge from enemy air attacks.
Today, the imperialists have more developed technology, elec-

tronic means, etc., but there's nothing that people can invent that
other people can't learn how to counter. That's the nature of reality,
that's the nature of existence, that's the nature of life. The Vietnamese
found ways to counter the technology they were up against' The
imperialist technology has been qualitatively developed since then in
some important ways. The revolutionary forces would have to find
the ways to analyze and counter that, partly through studying it and
partly, as Mao said, by learning warfare through making warfate.

One favorable factor in this, speaking particularly about

a

country like the U.S., is that it has alatge teffitory. This affords room
for maneuver and for carrying out the tactic of dispersed movement,
followed by concentration for battle. This would have particular
application in the civil war stzge. It would apply then not only in
terms of the defensive-for example, maneuvering to avoid battle
where the enemy seeks to engage you and forcing the enemy to fight
when and where you want to--$ut also in terms of offensive tac[ics,
such as moving around enemy strong points to attack the flanks or in
the rear of enemy forces.
Especially in a situation where large territory is involved-in
other words, in a large teritory [ke what is now the U.S.A., or
significant parts of it, even after things "congealed" into more clearly
defined battle lines-it would not be possible to maintain absolute
control over a large continuous front. I am speaking particularly
about the civil war stage of a revolutionary war in such a country. In
this situation military force and control would have to be concentrated in certain key strategic locations at any given time. This
would apply for both sides-not only for the revolutionary side but
also for the imperialist side, the counterrevolutionary side. And this
would make it possible to explore and exploit gaps in the other side's
forces.

Ironically in this regard there are things the revolutionary forces
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could leam from the U.S. war against Iraq: Iraq got itself into the
position of trying to defend basically all of the area of Kuwait, and
since this was not possible-since it was not possible to mass force
for defense in all parts of this area--+his left weak spots or gaps that
the U.S. side exploited. In a civil war in an imperialist country like the
U.S., the revolutionary forces would also be able to seek out and
exploit gaps and could employ tactics of bypassing strongly fortified
areas and encircling and defeating more weakly defended enemy
areas and weaker enemy forces and over time isolating and then
defeating the stronger enemy positions and forces. Of course, the
revolutionary forces could not use exactly the same tactics as the
imperialists used in Iraq: the revolu[ionaries would not have the
means to duplicate all these uctics-including particulady the use of

air power and rapid movement of massed armored vehicles. Nor
would all these tactics correspond to the nature and strengths of
revolutionary fighting forces. Still there are things from this experience that revolutionary forces could leam from and adapt to their
own doctrine and way of fighting in a reyolutionary war against an
imperialist power.
I should add that another favorable factor for the revolutionary
forces in North America is something I have stressed in An End to tbe
Horor and elsewhere. That is, the U.S. shares a long border with a
Third World country, Mexico, and the revolutionary struggles in the U.S.
on the one hand and in Mexico (and Central America) on the other hand
are bound to dosely interact with eadr other in various aspects. In
stmtegic terms this is an advantage for the revolutionary forces in what
is now the U.S. and to the "South." It is a strategically favorable factor in
political terms and ultimately would be in military terms.

In "Eye on tbe Prize," wbenyou talked about bou "Mao knew a
tbing or fito" about decentralization and consoli.dation, about dispercing forces and so on to auoid being uiped out, )nu said tbat
reuolutionnryforces are going to baue to awi.d being "sitting ducks
for tbe otber side militarily, and ako ideologically an"d politifa@."
You u)ere just giutng sorne examples of tbis nxilttarily. Could you
expand on tbis point?
Q.:

A.: The problem we're talking about-being vulnerable to highly
destructive attack, particularly from the air-is a problem which
would apply not only to the revolutionary forces in the course of a
revolutionarywar in an imperialist country, but would apply to every
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revolutionary force that seizes power. In other words, at some point,
to seize power you're going to uke over the cities. That's the way you
win complete victory in whatever country you're in----countrywide
victory cannot be won without taking over the cities. Now cities by
definirion are massed and concentrated: revolutionary forces become more vulnerable to air attack. In the countryside or jungle
terrain, like in Viefrram for example, or in mountainous t€rrain,
revolutionary forces are less vulnerable. It's not that you're not vulnerable at all, but you're less vulnerable. Every revolutionary force,
everywhere in the wodd, is going to confront this problem at one
time or another--{aking over the cities makes you more vulnerable,
especially to massive attacks from the air-and there are going to be
some cofiunon feafures. So we're going to have to sum up experience and we're going to have to leam from each other. And
again, I think that in general terms the answer would involve a
combination of tunneling and dispersal in various forms.
In other words, I don't think it would be correct in most circumstances to move everybody out of the ci[ies, or you might as well
not seize them in the first place. But there will be means of dispersal.
Particulady if you've exercised power over a number of years you
can do this in a more orgarized, planned way. That's what Mao did.
He argued against concentrating everything just in the cities and in
fact argued for moving more and more toward the countryside, for
both political reasons as well as military reasons.
You wouldn't want to have everybody coming into the cities and
the gap between the cities and the countryside and the people living
in those two areas growlng rather than being overcome. But also
militarily, you wouldn't want to concentrate everything where you're
more vulnerable, and that's one of the things about this situation in
Iraq that leads me to say it was a situation made to order for the U.S.:
Iraq had undergone a tremendous leap in its urban development
over the past ten or rwenty years and in some ways that made it more
vulnerable to the kind of assault that the U.S. brought down on it.
On the other hand, revolutionaries do have to develop the cities.
Mao, in 1956, when he gave that talk "On The Ten Major Relationships," talked about "do we want to develop the coastal areas and
the interior?" He said yes. He said that if we expected war right away
(in other words, a major attack on China), then we should give less

coastal areas (the more built-up urban areas,
whereas the interior was more rural and less built up), but since we
don't expect a major attack on China soon, then we should be able
emphasis

to the
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to give some emphasis to building up these coastal areas even while
we continue to develop the interior, the more rural areas. So there are
two sides of the picture, you can't just look at one side of the picture
or one side of the contradiction.
But every revolutionary force, every revolutionary regime, will
come up against this. To some extent this problem would be handled by dispersal, but it couldn't be completely handled that way and
I think other means, like nrnneling and other things, would have to
be used. They had a slogan in China: "Dig tunnels deep, store grain
everywhere, do everything for the people." This was theirway, when
Mao was leading China, o[preparing for imperialist attack, including
nuclear attack if it came. So tunneling and also dispersal of various

kinds-dispersal of the population overall and various kinds of
dispersal of the armed forces in warfare-these are rwo basic means
revolutionaries have developed for dealing with this. And, in tJre
fi.rture, revolutionaries will also learn from each other and learn
warfare through wartare in order to deal with this problem of being
l.ulnerable, particulady to attack from the air.
One thing, you know, is that airplanes have to take off from
airfields, or have to take off from other things, like ships. In the
course of a future armed insurrection and civil war in an imperialist
coun[y, airfields could be conquered, or destroyed-put out of commission. If you couldn't reach the air maybe you could reach the
airfield. These are things that would have to be taken into account in
fighting warfare. Planes have to have places to land and refuelthey've got to come down to earth sometimes. I don't care if they are
planes that can be refueled in the air: even these planes that refuel
other planes have to be refueled, they have to come down on the
ground. And planes have to be repaired, given new assignments-all
of those things. They can't stay in the air forever, they have to come
down to the airfields (or at least to the ships). Faced with air power
in a war, you might not be able to reach all of them but you might be
able to reach some and push them further back from where you'd be
at a given time. W'hile you might not be able to get to the shipswhile many of them mightbe beyond your reach-if you forced the
planes to come from the ocean that might well be farther than they
would have to fly otherwise. This would create or heighten logistical
problems for the other side. And maybe at some point in such a war
you would be able to reach the ships too, in one way or another.
tU(e have to break this down analytically into concretes, demystify it. Just because they have tremendous force, we can't look at it
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like it's a godlike force. Like I said before, it's still made by people
and operated by people and it has its laws----everything has its laws.
This technology has irs laws-it has its contradictions-it has its
strengtlrs, it has its weaknesses. It has what it can do to you andithas
ways it's vulnerable. Andyou have to leam howto deal on thatwhen
the time comes.
Q.: It seerr$ ttke there's a link betuteen tbe political and tbe military
there. Forinstance, if lnutake tbe cities andyou baue some liberated
areas, and you're doing good political unrk so 1nu can actually turn
ouer tbe establtsbment and condutt of red politlcal power to neu
forces coming fonlard, to people's comnxittees, to rulgbborbood
committees (to botb belp defend tbe cities and to establisb some of
tbese nan ways offuncttonin$): this wouldfree uD a lot of tbe more
rnoue out more and do
tempered troops on Wur side to
^ctually
needed to be done.
utbateuer
or
things like go search out tbe airfields
A.: Yes, and that should be a constant process: generating new forces

both to take on all kinds of support tasks-including logistical tasks
and economic tasks, and also, very importantly, political taskr-and
also to replenish the military. Because you would take a lot of losses
in this kind of war. There is no sense in pretending that you would
not. I've said many times, fighring imperialism is not easy, it's not
going to be without tremendous sacrifice, and this again is why
ideological as well as political work has to go on to prepare people
and has to be carried out consistently to strengthen people's understanding, resolve, determination and courage all the way *rougtr.
But you'd have to replenish the ranks, and this would be a constant
process of bringing forth new forces.
Strategically speaking, we do have very important reserves, let's
not forget this. A lot of people go along with the existing social
relations because they don't see any other way, but it is true that
many of these people would jump at the chance when they do see
the way to really go up against this shit, and they would continue to
come forward, in ever greater numbers, if the revolutionary forces
were able to seize and then reseize the initiative continually. This
would bring these people forward. Even in the rear areas of the
enemy. Again, sympathy for the revolution by itself would not be
enough to overthrow the enemy in its rear areas-{heir forces would
have to be miliurily defeated, and upheaval from within enemy-held
teritory (its rear areas) would have to be combined with military
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athck from without in order to finally finish off the other side. But the
point is, we'd have tremendous reseryes and eyen in the civil war
stage many of our reseryes would be within the enemy's te r a:rezs.
In "Could We" I cited Lenin's sLatement that one of the distinguishing features of a civil wat particulady a revolutionary civil war,
is that many of the reserves of the revolutionary side are initially in
the camp of the other side. Tremendous numbers! Even in these
suburbs there are a lot of women, for example, who are suffering
tremendously in all kinds of ways. They go along with the normal
routine, maybe even defend it in normal times when it's business as
usual and through the force of habit, but given aradical tearing of the

whole social fabric there are tremendous potential reseryes among
such women. This is just one example, but one rrery important
example for our side. I believe there is a tremendous latent revolutionary force there, among these women, as well as among other
important sections of the masses.
But again, even if things had advanced as far as the civil war
stage, you'd definitely need to have z doctrine and the tactics and the
actual successes on the battlefield that translated into military victories. Without these thi.gr, then this potential enthusiasm for the
revolutionary cause would not be unleashed, or it would be suppressed even after it had been unleashed. So when you get down to
warfare, you have to fight warfare and you have to win. If you can't
win right away then you have to find the ways to continually seize
the initiative. It doesn't always mean taking the strategic offensive,
but even 7f, fot a time, you were on the strategic defensive you would
have to find the ways to seize the initiative within that.

Q.: You baue Eoken to tbe Wsibilrties of concentrating forces to
figbt and tben dispering tbem to rnoue as a uay to deny tbe
inxperialists fat targets to destroy from tbe air. You also raised tbe
possibility of tunneling and stressed tbat, ln gencral, creatiue ualx
would baue to be found so tbat, to the extent possible, tbe memy
uould be denied tbe ability to bring its airpouertoplay in a decisiue
uay. while ue don't knout exactly wbat bappened in lraq, tbere was
a period wbere tbe lraqi army moued its troops in someubat of a
tactical offensiue moue or probe aroun"d tbe town of Kbafji along
utith some otber moues into Saudi Arabia to tbe west of KbaJJi, but it
seemsfrom wbat we baue beard tbat ouerall tbq) took a real beatlng
from tbe at4 uitb extensiue destruction to tbelr tanks and otber
annored uebicles. It seemed that tbey roeren't euen able to really
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brtng tbeir antt-aircrafi guns into plny against tbe U.S. air pouet
that their whote abtlity to make mobile forays agairxt and' engage
U.S.forces on tbe ground was negated by U.S. alrpower. Hou does
tbts relate to tbe problems tbe reuoluttanarles wouldface ln the kind
of uar we'ue been talking about, parttculady in tbe ciuil uar stage?
A.: As you say, this does need more suflunation because it's not-clear
exactly what the Iraqi forces were trying to do with this Khali battle.
On one level it seems that it was some sort of armed probe, if you
will. rD(hether it was intended to be more than that, and then it was
repulsed by the U.S. forces so the Iraqis weren't able to do more with
it, and whether it was supposed to be part of alarger, at least tactical,

offensive within Iraq's strategic defersive and the U.S. was able to
thwart that-we don't know the answers to all thal It's still not clear'
It is clear in general strategic terms that Iraq did not fight with the
perspective of going all out for victory and risking what was necessary and incurring the losses that needed to be incurred in order to
possibly achieve victory. They were aiming for something short of
that all the way along. And obviously that affects your tactics.
One of the most laughable things about this whole war is these
ridiculous attempls of the imperialists to cteate beroes out of this war!
To make its military commanders seem like some kind of geniuses!
There's all this propaganda being created about what a political
genius Bush is and what military geniuses Powell and Schwarzkopf
are. I saw SchwarzkopPs statement dissing Hussein, ridiculing him as
a military leader. All you have to say is this: make the situation
reversed. Give Saddam Hussein everyttring that Schwarzkopf and
Powell had at their disposal, and give them what he had, and see if
the outcome would have been any different! I guess thatwould have
made Saddam Hussein a brilliant military general!
I mean, you czn give them credit on one level for knowing how
to pick an uneven fight, and for being able to have doctrine and force
structure and tactics to win an uneven fight like that. And that's about
all they can have credit for. There's certainly no innovation and no
"genius" in this at all.
But more speci.fic and concrete summation needs to 80 on'
because even given the various limitations, political as well as
military, on the Iraqi side, there is still the question of what they tried
to do, what they were and were not able to do, and why. For
example, right after Khafii it was reported in various imperialist
media that there was this massing of up to fifry or sixy thousand Iraqi
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troops and all kinds of armored vehicles and so on, as if they were
planning to follow up this Khali battle with some sort of major
invasion or incursion across the border from Kuwait into Saudi
Arabia. Iflhat the deal was with that and whether that was pafi of a
broader offensive-at least a tacttcal offensive-all that is not clear
and needs to be summed up more concretely. (In fact, already it's
been reported that overall the U.S. significantly inJlated the total
numbers of Iraqi troops present in Kuwait.) But it is clear Iraq never
had a strategic orientation of going all out to win victory, and that the
battle plan it did have was overwhelmingly a passive defense.
There were things they did, like missile attacks on Israel and
Saudi Arabia, which were attempts at some tactical offensive action,
and there was the Khali thing. But this was rrery limited, and again,
we don't know exactly why it was this limited, but it is clear that,
when they made these probes in Khali or when they made certain
other initiatives and then they were met and coun[ered, they didn't
follow that up by countering in turn-by raising the level again
themselves. Here again is the question of that dialectic of one side
seizing the initiative, the other side counterattacking, and then the
first side has to answer again on a higher level and reseize the
initiative. That was not done by the Iraqis.
But all this relates to the battle anay andbattle plan and doctrine
of the Iraqis, which was radically different than what we have been
talking about. It is radically different from how a revolution^ry waq
an insurrection and civil waq would be carried out in an imperialist
country. In very basic terms, the Iraqi doctrine depended on stalic
defense, massed force and mass attacks from more or less slatic,
dug-in positions. And the imperialists knewthis. Both the Soviets and
the \(estem imperialists who armed Iraq with its weapons had a lot
to do with the formation of irs military planning, the scheme o[ its
disposition of forces, its whole doctrine. So they knew how the Iraqi
forces would be arrayed, how they would be oriented, how they
would fight and not fight-{hey anticipated this and, as I said, in a
certain way this was made to order for them.
It's not that revolutionary forces fighting the kind of warfare we

have been talking about in an imperialist country would be able
to----or would want to completely-avoid massing forces for battle.
But first, they could mass them in a different way than the Iraqis did,
with a different battle plan and different battle affa\; znd second,
there is the question that's been spoken to, of massing and dispersing, particulady dispersing for movement. The point here is that if
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you rely upon tcchnology, if your whole way of wafiare is based
upon relfng on technology rather than on people, and if you ar-e
trying to fight the imperialists on their own terms-which is essentially what Iraq did-you are setting yourself up for the imperialists, you
are kind of setting yourself up for slaughter.
Somebody made the analogy that Iraq was fighting a combination of $7orld Var 1 and rJ(odd War 2 while the U.S. was fighting on
the basis of W'odd \7.ar 3 preparations, and the result was what we
saw. r$re don,twant to fight them the way the imperialists have fought
'We also can't fight them in the imperialist countries
any of their wars.
themselves the same way revolutionary forces fight in other rypes of
countries. And in general revolutionary wars won't be able to be
fought in exactly the same way they have been fought in the past,
becirse there is this principle that military historians talk about-and
it has some validity-that you should not fall into the trap of fighting
"the last war."
That applies to people's war too-it applies to the revolutionary
side as well as to the counterrevolutionary side. There are fundamental principles of people's war that we can say vre universally valid
and must be applied in that sense, but when it comes to the particulars of wars, even people's wars, you have to fight them concretely-according to the actual conditions, both in the particular country
and intemationally. And you have to fight on the basis of really
knowing the enemy as well as knowing yourself.

Q.:St@pingbackoncea.gaintomoreouerall-strategicquestiotts,
wben "Could We" utas uritten tbis was aperiod of intense U'S'-Souiet
contention wbere tbe U.S. nxititary scenarios and war plans uere
geared. towards uar uith the Souiets. Also in uariotts places you baue
made tbe point (basing yourself on tbe analysis in Atneica in
Declinet) tbat the current sptral of deuelapment of world relatiors
and contradictions can't be resolaed sbort of a uofld-bistoric conjuncture leading to a maior uiolent readiu.stment of wodd relatiars
of one kind or aruttber-tbat is, wofld war and,/or rewlution in one
o, more strategic parts of tbe wofld. But, as 1nu haue ako pointed
out, in recent yea6 tbere baue been some majorsbifis in tbe character and tntensity of U.S.-Souiet relations--there is not nou the same
t

Raymond lrtta with Frank Shannon, Ameica in Decline: An Analysis of the
DetnlopmentsTottard varandRerclution, in theu.s. andworauide, in tbe 79!]os,
Vol. 1 (Chicago: Banner Press, 1984).
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kind of contention there ucrs preuiously-and tbis uas certainly a
factor in tbe U.S. ilnpet'talists' ability to launcb and carry out uitb
relatiue impunity tbeirmurderous aggression against lraq. lYitb tbis
utar against lraq the U.S. bas stgnaled lts lnterfiktn to agressiuely
re6$sert its role as tbe dornirutnt supetpouer and to protect Western
imperialist interests by controlling Tbird IVofld countri.es at tbe point
of U.S. guns. What are tbe implicatioru of tbese cbanges in tbe wofld
for reuolution in the U.S. and particularly in tern$ of being able to
launcb tbe armed stru,gle, ibe insurrection?

A.: 'Well, first of all, we can't completely rule out, by any means, fhe
re-emergence of intensified contradictions between the imperialis ts,
in particular between the Soviet Union and the U.S. and blocs that
would line up with them, even if there is significant realignment
among the imperialists and the blocs don't look exactly the way they
looked ten years ago. That's one point. We shouldn't just go to sleep
on that, that's a general point of importance.
At the same [ime, it is true that this contradiction between the
U.S. and the Soviet Union is not neady as intense as it has been, and
it doesn't seem there is going to be a direct military confrontation or
even the serious approach of that in the next period of time. That
changed situation, as you pointed out, had avery significant bearing
on the Persian Gulf war and what the U.S. was able to do and what

Iraq was not able to do, frankly. Iraq was not able to play off
contradictions among the imperialists, in particular between the U.S.
and the Soviets, in a way they might have tried to do, perhaps with
some success, in the past. Changes in the Soviet Union and in
SoviefU.S. relations also have had a bearing on what the U.S. is
doing in the international arerta generally, as you referred to: much
more aggressively asserting itself and certainly dedaring in action as
well as by words that it is going to be the number one military power
in the world and on that basis the number one imperialist power
overall in the world, atop this "new wodd order."
These changes do have to be taken into account. But certainly
this does not mean-going back to the beginning of our di5sus5lelthat the U.S. is not going to be embroiled in military encounters and
military advenn-rres (in warfare, to speak plainly) of various kinds
around the wodd. Life will assert itself, and simply the fact that the
U.S. devastatingly put down any attempt by Iraq to stand up to it
doesn't mean that other forces are not going to oppose the U.S.,
including in warfare. Certainly revoluLionary forces will do so. And
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no one can say with any certainty that other bourgeois forces in the
Third Vi'oild, for example, will not come into military confrontation

with the U.S.
It is no doubt true that a lot of these bourgeois forces will think
twice about it in the short term after what happened to Iraq. But
again, life will assert itself, underlying interests will assert thernselves.
And, as lenin pointed out, imperialist alliances are always and only
temporary agreements among internalional gangsters. These are
bound to break up, and imperialist rivalries are bound to assert
themselves in various ways, in indirect as well as more direct ways.
lXrodd forces that
This has much to do with the question of Third
might again come into confrontation with the U.S. Various imperialists may, behind the scenes, encourage them to do so. No one
can de out these kind of things, and certainly as I said revolutionary
forces will continue to wage revolutionary struggle and to stand up
to the threat of force, or even the use of force, by the U.S. imperialists
in their attempts to suppress revolution. And revolutionaries will
draw lessons and should draw lessons from what happened in Iraq'
As I said, this should not be a demoralizing experience, but it is and
should be a sobering experience' The lesson to be drawn from this
experience is not that you cannot stand up against and fight imperialism militarily, but that you have to approach this in a serious
way and in a way that conforms to what you are fighting for, conforms to the revolutionary interests of the masses of people and finds
a military expression that gives play to the strengths of the revolutionary masses in warfare-which Iraq did not do.
So, even if there is not now the prospect of a military encounter
with the Soviet Union-that is, a direct all-out military confrontation
between the u.s. and the soviet Unien-21d sygn if the U.s. can shift
tactics at least to a
the deployment
to be a significant
significant degre
militarily all
olved
element of U.S.
after all'
about,
is
all
this
over the wodd. By definition, that's what
of U.S.
assertion
forceful
This is what this Iraq war was all about--+he
you
can't
do
means-and
wodd domination by massive military
this
delivering
that
what the U.S. has done and then expect
iust
message in and of itself will be enough' It won't.

Q;

Thst haue to back it uP...

A.: ...They have to back it up and they have to be prepared to back
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it up, that's one point.
Second, the massive orientation of U.S. forces toward a confrontation with the Soviet Union tied them down in significantly greater
ways perhaps than the present wodd situation mighf. In that sense
the fact that the U.S. doesn't have to be so concemed with the Soviet
threat in the same way may be favorable for them. But it,s also
favorable for our side, not just in one particular country, but internationally, that the threat of wodd war has receded. It will give more
opporunity for situations to develop that put real strains on the
imperialist system, without that exploding into all-out world war,
with all its devastation. This could have happened in the U.S.-Iraq
war. It didn't, but it could have. Nobody c nsay it was impossible for
that war to go in such a way that the U.S. and its allies got tied down
and bogged down in war long enough for various undedying contradictions in the U.S. and in a number of other countries to very
forcefully come to the surface. (And, in the present world sin-ration,
if this had happened it probably wouldn'r have led right over the
brink of worldwide devastation which would result from a wodd war
between the U.S. and the Sovietblocs.) This kind of mess for the U.S.
didn'thappen through this war, but again, it could baue.And certainly it could in some other war the U.S. gets involved in.
The fact that this can happen is a strategically favorable factor for
our side. The fact that there can be a longer development of war in
which they can get more bogged down, more ded down, without
that going over to woddwide devastation, that,s favorable for our
side. So we have to look at the situation in an all-around way and,
yes, look at the things that are favorable for the other side, but also
look at the things that are favorable for our side. We haye to have a
correct view of the situation in its contradictory aspec[s and not just
see one side of the picture.

Q.: Jtr.st on tbat-frorn tbe uieupotnt of our slde and bow tt,s
fatnrable-it ts true that at tbe time uhen lt seemed more like tbings
were going to corne douln to tbe question of a war betueen tbe U.S.

and tbe Soutets, uttb tbe possibtlity of rutclear uar, a lot of tbe
orlentation of Maoisb, espectally in a courfiry like tbe u.5., a lot of
tbe tasks and uo* preparingfor reuolution, utas linked uery mucb
to tbat scenario, It lraolued a lot of attention on prqaring people for
tbefact that sucb a war coukl come down and in the cource of tbat
tbere could stlll h possibilittes of reuolution. Ard tt abo tnwlued
putting a big empbasis on t1)ing ro prevenr tbat We of uar and in
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Vhat if the people of the world don't listen? \X/hich they won't, in
strategic terms, because the people of the wodd still need revolution.
And there are revolutionary forces in the world who on the basis of
that are organizingrevolutionary struggle and revolutionary war.

The imperialists, precisely by having done this, have set them-

for reuolution ln tbe U.S.?

selves on a certain dynamic. They might prefer to let people of other
countries do the dying for them, but where they can't do that, they're

going to have to get drawn in more themselves-with their own
armed forces. This is rhe kind of dynamic they've set themselves on.
This is dre tiger they've grabbed by the tail. lJ(hile this does create
some real difficulties for our side, particularly where these imperialists are able to win quick and decisive victories, as in this recent
war, in strategic terms it poses real problems and dangers for ttrem
and is favorable for us.
Q.: Jttst as

an aside on tbis for a second. Wbat do Wu say

to

tbis: It seems like jnupeople haue a contradictory
Insition, because on tbe one band lnu're saying tbat lnu baue to do
euer?thing Wu can to oppose U.S. agressiue ,noues against tbe
Maoist reuolution in Pent, but on tbe otber band 1nu also seem to
uelconxe the idea of the U.S. going into Peru, saying that if the U.S.
got draun in and boged doun trying to cnsb tbe people's war in
somebody wbo

sa1,s

Peru tbat would create morefauorable conditiotts for reuolution in
tbe U.S. and ouerall. Some people would say that that seerns a little

contradictoty.
A.: W'ell, it is contradictory in one sense, because life is contradictory.
In other words, let's put it this way: The imperialists are bent on
attempting to suppress and defeat the reyolutionary people's war in
Peru by one means or another. And obviously they're getting more
and more concemed about it because it's gaining more and more
victories, making more and more advances.
Now we on our side-right now I'm speaking particulady about
our Party in the United SEates-we are carrying out work in political
support of the people's war in Peru, uniting with others in committees and so on, as well as doing work ourselves directly as the Party,
to politically support this people's war and to build opposition to U.S.
intervention. This is extremely important because, as I said in "The
End of a Stage--The Beginning of a New Stage, " this "is a revolutionwar led by pafiy based in Marxism-Leninism-Maoism and
^ry
^
great victories
winning
on that basis, striking real blows not only at
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the local reactionaries but at U.S. imperialism (and Soviet imperialism

well)." (Reuolutlan, Fall 1990, p. 8) If through this political work
we were able to create the kind of sinradon whereby massive outpourings prsuented U.S. imperialism from
ven[ion, and it was even forced to pull bac
Peru because the situationbecame so volati
as

upheaval and rebellion about this in the U.S., and elsewhere, that the
imperialists considered it too costly and risky to continue their intervention-well, that would be great.
At the same time, we have to recognize that it's very likely that,
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including people's wars in dffirent count ries : I'm just u.tondering, to
ubat degree is tbat going to strengtben their abilry to deal uitb a
ranolutionary war in tbe U.S. itself

A.: Again, we've talked about how their commitrnents and their
engagements internationally is one of the feanrres that go into the
mix of what would make possible the beginning of a revolutionary
war. And these intemational commitments and (at least potential)
military engagements require them to have certain priorities in terms
of how and toward what they orient the kinds of things you've
mentioned: their doctrine, their force structure, their weapons systems, training, and so on.

At the present time, while obviously drey are very concerned
with keeping their home base stable----or, in military terms, "keeping
their rear seculs"-1hsy arc notpimarily oriented at this time toward
developing a military doctrine and force structure for putting down
insurrection and civil war in the U.S. They're not neglecting that
question altogether, of course, but right now that's not high on their
list of what they have to do. That's the other side of the fact that right
now the development of things toward revolution in the U.S. is not
advancing to the pointwhere this has become an immediate question.
As it becomes more of an immediate question, at whatever time
that happens, then they will obviously devote more attention to it, to
put it mildly. In the meantime they can develop some general

struggle toward
ght now on this

llbe anongoing

question,
attempts
inwhich

|&

in their
involved,
ome further
defeated

lweMaoists-inPeru'

in the United States, and around the wodd-have to turn that further
to the advantage of the proletarian revolution'

fact tbat there is a ceftain lessening of tbe
ionfrontatni brn r* tbe Souiet Union and tbe U'S', and tbat

Q.: Retuming to tbe

doctrine and have some sense of the force structure they will need to
deal with this, just as the revolutionaries can think about the question
of doctrine and potential organizational and tactical metl.rods to carry
out a revolulionary war. But the outcome is not going to be determined just by force structure and doctrine andpreparztion. It's going
to be determined by the actual situation at the time, and by the actual
conduct of the opposing forces once things got under way. They'll
prepare on their side in their way, and we'll prepare on our side in
our way, but when the time comes the question is going to come
down to the revolutionaries being able to seize the right moment and
on that basis being able to seize the initiative and, as I said, continue
to reseize the initiative.
.We
can't expect them not to be prepared. We can't hope to make
revolution based on best-case scenarios--+hat they're going to ignore
their "home front," or something like that! We have to prepare for the
opposite. At the same time, as I've said, an iruurrection should not be
launched when the other side is at its strongest. Being right within ttre
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imperialists' '|t1s11 alsa'1-aft1ich they're obviously very concemed to
keep secure-revolutionaries in countries like the U.s. have to carry
out their work in such a way as to prepare polirically for the time
when there is the most trouble within this "rear afea," or "home
base." Going back to our eadier discussion, that doesn't mean that
you can wait until their system and machinery of govemment is ready
to fall over of its own weight and only needs a little push, but you do
want it to be weakened and in crisis and in tr-rrmoil within itself. Once
more the very imporlant point-the first necessary condition.,Could'We": there must be a serious crisis in sociery and
spoken to in
in government.
So these are the kinds of things that are going to be decisive: the
ability of the revolutionaries to prepare for and then seize on such a
situaiion and to avoid the temptation to try to launch a revolutionary
armed struggle in the absence of the necessary conditions; and on
the other hand, avoiding the even greater daoger of conservatism'
rightism. That would amount to losing sight of the goal of overthrowing the system, losing the sharp edge of constantly building toward
the time when that becomes possible and making your work of today
preparing for that circumstance, and instead degenerating into
i"f".-is- and accepting the system and not really preparing to rise
it.
up
' against
,tll yo,r. work of political preparation has to be preparation
precisely for leading the revolutionary masses to rise up and overifrro* the system when the necessary conditions have emerged' And
you must base yourself on a sober scientific analysis of the situation
and the tasks, of *re strengths and weaknesses of yourself and the
enemy, and with the full understanding that to actually wage revolutionary war against such an imperialist power' right in ils "home
base," is going to require tremendous self-sacrificing effort and ferocious battle, from the very beginning and all the way through until
tlee final victory is won.

Q.:

In

*inat

"Could. We" you said tbat tbe political work of preparing
and organizingforcesfor reuolution is key to "sofien up" the

prparatioi 7o, tbe anned in'surrection' Are tbere ako
militiry itpirs for soJtentng up tbe enemy or 'Preparing the

enemy in

aanegrouia,' before the actual i^urrection? For instance, wby is
tnoorir* rnt a ualid softening-up tactic toprepare the terrainfortbe
arrned irxurrection? One could argue tbat it would create instability, politicize tbe atmospbere, set an example, draw in tbe
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"braue elenl.en\" eaiier ratber tban late4 perbaps. Lenin said tbat
tbe armed lnsurection rrulst: rely on tbe aduatrced class; be an
upsutge of tbepeople; and occur at a turningpoint ubere tbe enemy
is trulnerable and tbe strata ln society wbo normally support tbe
qstem are uacillating to a great extent. Why couldn't terrorist tactics
belp to bring tbese conditions about, opening tbe doorfor tbe mass
upsutge?
A.: I've spoken before, including in "Could \(e," about why tefforism
as a strategy has to be rejected. The essential point is that you don't
want to go on a war footing with the enemy-particulady a powerful

enemy like this-until you're prepared to go into war as your main
form of activiry.
If you try to engage in forms of warfare, especially in a country
like the U.S., before you're prepared to make it your main form of
activity, you're going to be put on a war footing arlyway. You'll be
forced into a position of making it your main form of actir.ity whether
you want to or not. That's going to be the logic of events, because the
other side's going to react and you're going to be drawn more and
more into that. Along with that you're going to be put into a defensive
military position, where you're going to lose more and more of the
initiative. 'We've talked over and over about how disastrous that can
be and how important it is to seize and maintain the initiative and to
ro-seize the initiative when you lose it. So, very briefly, those are the
reasons why terrorism is not right and why it doesn't lead to winning-why it's not a winning strategy or doctrine.
Furtheq a positiue reason for the coffect strategy is that, in a
country like the U.S., once the sitLlaLion existed where you could start
the armed struggle, it would be best to hit them with a hard blow all
at once. And that's what an armed insurrection would do.
Of course, once you'd reached the stage where the armed struggle is called foq when the armed struggle is and should be the main
activity you're engaging in-in otherwords, once you'd arived at the
point of launching the insurrection and beginning the revolutionary
war-{hen various forms of military activity which would be wrong
at other times or in other circumstances might perhaps haye some
role. That's a ta.ctlc l question that would have to be examined
concretely. So when you're going over to the actual armed struggle
then you look at those things differently.

The ruling class will always characteize the armed uprising
against it as terrorism, so we can't let tl:rat tfuow us off. The queslion
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is: what's a winning strategy? And the winning strategy in a country
like the U.S. has to take into zccount that you are in fact up agaiosta
very powerful enemy-lscent even[s have once again dramatically
demonstrated this. As we've said over and over again, the colTect

in such a country is to carry out a process of political
preparation and then to go over to the armed stmggle when the time
is right. \7hen the right "mix" is there. I(hen there is a serious irisis
in society and in goverffnent. N(hen there is a revolutionary people
and when the revolutionary people do have initiative artd ate in z
combative mood. r$(hen the people in the middle class, or significant
sections of them, have lost or zte losing their allegiance to ttre
powers-that-be and are not in a mood to support them in suppressing
the revolutionary masses, with some middle class people inclining
more and more toward support for the revolution. Thenb the time to
launch the armed struggle, the time to make it the main form of
activity-then is the time to carry it out very seriously and carr)' it
through to completion, to victory.
At that point, the questions of initiative and all ttrose things that
we've talked about would come to the forefront. At that point it
would be a military struggle-it would be warfare and would have to
be dealt with as warfare. And while politics and ideology would play
even a beigbtened role in that sin-ration as compared to before, the
/oczr of struggle would be military, the main form of struggle would
be military, and this struggle would have to be won on ttre battlefield.
It couldn't be won anynrhere else.
As far as the "brave elements" are concerned-those yourla and
others who are drawn spontaneously into various forms of activity
which is violent but is destructive, or in any case not revolutionarythe political work and struggle that characterizes the phase going on
now involves plenry of ways to unleash forces likes this. There's
plenty for them to do, there's plenty for anyone to do, if they wan[ to
stand up to the other side and engage them in struggle, even though
it's notyet directly a military struggle. They can make a big contribution to preparing politically for the military struggle in the future.
It's not like we have nothing for those people to do if they want
to stand up and fight the enemy and do it in a way to serve the
people, serve their revolutionary interests. If they want to win and get
rid of this system and put something far better in its place, there are

strategy

very important things for them to do in this period of political
prepara[ion. And not the least important thing for them to do is to
relate to the vanguard, get down with our Party-take up its revolu-
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tionary ideology-support, join, and build our par[y. There,s nothing
more serious than that, nothing "badder" than that.
Q.: I'd like to get rnore tnto tbe questtan of tbe rote of tbe masses and
the relation between tbe masses and the leadetship in rewlutionary
uar. In sunxnxlng up bou tbe U.S. lost lts three-year war ln Korea,
Mao said tbat the forces figbilng tbe U.S. bad bad to deal uitb
questlons su.ch as: Could tbey figbt to begin uith? Could tbsJ) bold
tbetr lines? Could tbqt matntatn thetr supply lines? Could tbey deal
uitb genn warfare? He said tbE) uere able to solue eacb of tbese

problems because, at euety point, thE, relied on the ideas of the
masses. He gtues uonderful practical examples of tbis, sucb as tbe
one Wu mentioned earlier 10,00O people uere organized to line up
along a bighway andfire signal sbots in tbe airubeneuertbqt saw
incoming aircrafi; tbis way tbuy could wam tbe driuers of the supply
trucks to bide tbeir trucks before they could be spottedfrom the air
and bombed. In tbts uay tbey uere able to reduce tbeir loss of trucks
to U.S. air strikesfrom 40 percent in tbefi$t montb of tbe war to less
tban l percent. And Mao makes the point tbat, wbile ,hothing can
surceed uitbout correct leadercbip," leadercbip neuer has all tbe
ansuers and is only as effectiue as iB ability to rely on the masses and
unleasb tbem. This is bou he summed it up: ,,Our experience bas
sboum tbat reliance on the people togetber uith a .fairly correct
leadercbip enables us to defeat

a better equipped enemy witb our

inferior equiprnent."
This relying on tbe masses is a central principle for successful
people's uar. Clearly tbis would apply in tbe stage of ciuil war to seize
power in a countty like the U.S. Leadersbip uould baue to be good at
unleasbing tbe ideas and lnnouattons of the masses to resolue in
creatiue way all tbe problems that tbe enem.y would keq tbrowing
at tbe reuolutionaryforces. But wbat about in tbat uery rapid, make
it or break tt, first stage-tbat of armed lnsurrection taking ptace in
a number of cities slmultaneotr.sly? To wbat extent do you think it

uould baue to be precisely orcbestrated and sjmchronized centrally,
and to wbat extent would tbere be tbe basis to unleash tbe masses in
a more decentralized fasbion? It doesn't seem that in tbose cruci.al
first bourc or days tbere uould be mucb titne to "learn and adJust as
you go along." Tbings would be happening uery fast, an"d 1nu
couldn't afford to lose the mornentum and initiatiue for euen one
minute. And yet, a real rigid central plan could ako be disastrotts,
especially in relation to tbe rapidly euoluing-and uneuen-local
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had experience in revolutionary warfare there; and people who on
the basis of str:dy and summing up experience can develop crucial

skills and knowledge. Such people could be potential military

bandled uitb bastcally tbe satne approach tn tbe armed inswtection
as

We

in tbe ciuil war tofollow?

A.: At various times within the revolutionary warfare in an imperialist

situation and you have to look at the different aspects of the different
parts of the Picture.
The more the acnral insurrection went over to civil war-and

leaders, including on the basic unit level, which would be very
important. They could play an extremely important role in warfare
like this because of the conditions that you'd start out with, where
you would not have highly developed means of communication and
you'd have to rely a lot upon this level of basic unit leadership to
make things happen.
But there might be times, including at the very beginning, when
I would think the necessity for both things would be sharply expresseG-the revolutionary forces would need to have this kind of
initiative and on the other hand the central command would have t<;
give faidy concrete and detailed instructions exactly because people
are inexperienced. So it would depend upon the situation and the
place and it would depend on correctly handling the relationship
between cenfialized command and initiative at the lower levels and
in the local areas.
As an overall approach, revolulionaries fighting in an imperialist
country should apply the same principle that Mao developed in

terms of people's war in China: on the strategi.c level centralized
leadership; on the tacticallevel (in other words, in particular battles
and particular parts of the overall situation) decentralized leadership,

local initiative, initiative o[ particular units, to the greatest degree
possible, within an overall centralized plan and under overall centralized leadership.

Renrning to the example of Korea, it was a very important event
forces of Korea and China
defeated the imperialists in the sense of fighting them to a standstill
and preventing them from achieving their objectives. This was extremely important. And as Mao said, during the course of this war
they were also able to fight and "take the measure" of the imperialists. They learned that these imperialist forces weren't invincible and that you could find ways to fight them. This is very impor-

in the world that the revolutionary

give
and other things that would make that command arcality and
battlefield.
life and expression in the

it

Atthesametimethough,you'dalwayshavetoallowinitiativeon

about
the local level and at the unit level, and one of the key things

this would be the role of commanders below the level of the top
be
command. The role of commanders actually in the field would

tant.

At the same [ime, the imperialists-since, as Mao

said,

historically speaking, they're fighting a last-ditch struggle to avoid
extinction-{hey are going to fight desperately. And they're going to
try to learn too.
into revoluso, especially as society develops toward and then erupts
and have
countries
from
other
come
have
tionary crisis); people who

They've tried to sum up some things like Korea as well as
Vietnam. For example, I was reading somewhere that imperialist
"experts" think that some o[ the Chinese tactics I was talking about
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eaflier, of dispersal and concentra[ion, would be less effective now,
because of ttte use of helicopter reconnaissance that has developed
gening
a gre tdeal since the time of that Korean war' Now, without
fundamentally
that
per
say
we
can
sg
sinradon
Korea
into
the
back
these impe
things you
movemeflt
account things like aerial--including helicopter-feconnaissance, as
well as the latest means of aeialbombardment. All these are things
revolutionary forces will have to learn how to deal with'
To take another case-a mofe fecent one--that illustrates once
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But this has to be given concrete expression: the masses have to

be led politically, and they have to k organized. That's where the
role of the vanguard comes in. It applies the mass line, it leams from
the masses and unleashes them. It does this by drawing from the
knowledge of the masses and, by applylng the communist viewpoint
and method, concentrating this knowledge, raising it to a higher
level, and then taking this back to the masses and unleashing them
to struggle things through,. whether it's economic construction or
scientific experiment, cultural and ideological questions, political
struggle or warfare.
The masses are the makers of history: this principle that Mao
stressed really is the most decisive thing-it is something only the
revolutionary proletariat can really, fully grasp and act on. The imperialists and al7 reactionaries can never do this. This is the most
important thing to grasp in understanding why we really could win
and why in the final analysis the proletariatand oppressed people of
the world will win.

Q.: Before we conclude, I uant to bring up somethtng tbat I knou)
manypeople will think about uhen tbey really grapple seriausty witb
the questions we'ue been talking about: ubat if tbe irnperialists
actually used nuclear ueapons against tbe reuolutionaryforces, or
against tbe nan) reuolutionary regtrnes tbat are establtshed?

them from the enemy, from Chiang Kai-shek's army in this case'

A.: If they used nudear weapons on a more "limited,, scale----so-called
"tacttcz,l battlefield nudear weapons----then the revolutionary forces
would have to apply battlefield tactics to counter this as much as
possible. Some of the tactics I've talked about, such as fighting ,,at
dose quarters" or "intermingled" with ttre enemy forces and dispersed movement followed by rapid concentration for battle-tactics

such as these would have some applicarion to a situation where
"tactical" battlefield nuclear weapons were used against the revolumind. We can leam to deal with these things.

kinds of miracles are possible.
spheres. ri(hen Mao said this,

he

he was basing this on years of
kinds of tremendous obstacles.

in other
aboutcame all

tionary forces.
If the imperialists used nuclear weapons on a massive scale"strategic" nuclear strikes-{hen the revolutionary forces and revolutionary people who survived these attacks would srill have to fight
on. And more than that, in such a case, the masses of people in the
whole woild-and not only in the present generation but future
genera[ions to come-would call these imperialists to account for
their monstrous crimes. I(hen the history of this period of human
history is finally written by the people, rhese imperialists will be put
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mass murderers
down for the reactionary and cowardly criminals and
of history-and
bin
garbage
will be consigned to the
th.y
people would
of
"r"-th"y
masses
using nuclear weapons to murder still more
do nothing to change that'
a somewbat dffirent uay' onefinal
Q.: Topursue thisfur'tber, but in
question. \Vbat wouldYousa'Y to som
iayt, "Look, euen i,f ue leaue aside
u.sing nuclear ueapons agairrt us, a
irtia seriotts battie for p-ower witb tbem, stilt tbere's a good cbance
tbat ue could. lase, ond fuft would' mean borrible destruction for
oppressed Peo1le, and uery like

op7ression to follow. And euen
uould. it be like afierruards? Th
sbredsfrom one end to the other, U)

probably make,rebuildthe social polarizatiDn and bostility would
this: as borrible as tbe
to
'tes
d'own
ing anytbing impossible. So
trying to ouertbrou
iue,
,tit^ quo i, *nT it possible
andfor genera'
tt)o'se'
tbe sysiem, bouet)er well-intentian
tions to come?"
the
A.: First of all, what that amounts to is saying that because
crimes'
their
with
up
put
should
we
imperialists are such criminals,

B.curr. they might bring down worse suffering and destruction-on
with what
p"opte, pr.ti*taity *itLtl" me U'S' itself, we should put up
within.the
people
oppressed
the
on
down
.o.t l.rrously bring
it
"y and not only that but around the woildl 'We should strengthen
U.S.,

might be even
their hand by not opposing them, for fear that they

we stood up all-the
more vicious if we opposeJth"-, and certainly if
go along with that'
just
can't
I
can't-I
level
way against them. On that

'SJcond

of all, it is true-and we have said this over and over

a poweragain-that warfare in general, and particulady war against

force like"this, wiiilirrvolue tremendous destruction and
To-talk all
sacrifice. But here again what Mao said is very importanL
not about its liberatthe time about the destructive aspect of war and
right and it's no
not
It's
people'
the
for
good
ing aspect is not any
good for the PeoPle's cause.
"

ffi imperialist

Th" point is that while it is true that war is very destructive'
you've got to keeP sight of the fact
through revolutionary war would be
just for the PeoPle in the U.S', but i
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possibilities for the emancipation of people and the end of cruel and
unnecessary suffering all over the wodd. It wouldn't in and of itself
be ttre final battle, but itwould certainly push things to a whole new
higher level to acnrally overthrow U.S. imperialism which is now
riding on top of the wodd, declaring itself the number one power in
this "newwodd ordeq" and so on.
To see this monster brought down would be tremendously
liberating and be amajor advance for the people of the whole wodd,
for the international proletdriat-a major step toward abolishing
these kinds of systerns once and for all, woddwide.

And I don't believe it's true that it would not be possible to
rebuild anything! If people could learn to wage a war in such heroic

ways and against such an overwhelming force, they could also learn
to rebuild things, and on afar better basis. Attd thinking of future

generations and the futr-rre of humaniry as a whole, I believe things
could be rebuilt on a far better basis, not iust in material terms but
particulady in terms of the relations between people.
Furthermore, there's no guarantee that the imperialists won't do
all this anywayl Let's be very clear on this: they did come uery close
to having an all-out confrontation, a nuclear war, between the two
major imperialist powers (and their war blocs) in very recent history.
They came very close to this in the 1980s in particular. tI(e were right
to point to the very real possibility and danger of that. And imperialism is what it is: thqt're going to keep doing tblsl Not only
against other lesser forces in the world, such as Third World regimes
like Saddam Hussein's, and not only against revolutionary forces, but
also as I said, imperialist agreements are always and only temporary
alignments and temporary truces among the imperialists. They will
break up, they will realign, and they will go back at each otheq with
tremendously devastating results, Znyway.
And then there's the fact that for the great majoity of people in
the wodd, and for great numbers of people even in imperialist
countries like the U.S., life is a daily horror under imperialism. Look
at the examples of the things which have just come out-like the
videotaped police brutaliry in Los Angeles-just one of the constant
s[eam of such outrages and injustices. Or the fact that in a country
like the U.S. a woman is raped every few minutes, leaving aside all
the other outrages and the brutality that's carried oul And there's the
tremendous daily suffering of people all over the wodd: the fact that
every ye t people are dyirrg of starvation by the millions in parts of
the world and that hundreds of millions more are suffering from
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malnutrition and disease-all because of the system people are
go on until
forced to live under. Al1 these kinds of things are going to
to
end
an
people rise uP and Put
economic and polirical system that
thriues on these things-imperialism
do without them. And on top of all that, itvlt7l continualPbnng
down wars and destruction.

by
You canrct escape tbe warc and d'estru'ction of tmperlaltsm
uitb irnperialisrn'
trying
- to lltoke yourpeace
I'll
say it agzin: I believe that people can
e"a furthermore,
what can be called miraculous ways' As
in
rebuild
rebuild, they can
I said before, if it's possible to find the ways to rise up and acnrally

Appendix

militarily defeat thi imperialis[s on rhe baulefield, it is certainly
society'
possible to rebuild after that-to rebuild to make a far better
that's
anything
than
wodd,
far
better
a
making
to
and to contribute
been seen before.
That is mY answer.

Could \Ve RealtyWirr?

Ihe Possibility of

Revolutioflatry W'ar
Originallypublished in Reuolutionary Vorker*411, November 75, l9g7

It is a fundamental truth that revolutionary war is the necessary
road to real liberation: Revolutionary war is the only means through
which itis really possible to clear the ground for aradicalchange that
will uproot exploitation and oppression. But in a country like the
USA, is revolutionary war really possible? Or to put it another way:
Could we really win? And if so, how?
Recently a letter that was forwarded to me speaks to these
questions. It argues that the imperialists are too powerful and could
not be overthrown through a mass insurrection, as our party has
picnrred it. The letter insists that the only possible way of overthrowing them is by waging urban guerilla wartarc. Therefore, the letter
says, if we are really serious about revolution, we should not be
concentrating now on polirical work, as our parry is doing; instead
we should be focusing work on military tasks. This letter raises a
number of serious questions and they deserve serious answers.
Right away, as we see from this letteq as soon as the question of
waging revolutionary war in a country like the USA is raised, the big
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those very oppressed people. And on the military-tactical level there
would also be problems for them in using some of their arsenal-in-

cluding massiye air attacks and weapons of mass destruction, such as
nuclear weapons-in the conditions of urban combat that would find
troops from both sides engaged in very close combat and generally
closely "intertwined" with each other. This does no[ mean that the
ruling imperialists would be unwilling or unable to use very violent
means to try and put down such a revolt: Certainly their actions,
inside their own home territory as well as all around the wodd, make

it very clear that in the final analysis they would try to unleash
whatever bloodshed and destruction they rhink is necessary to put
down, and put down hard, any attempt at such an armed revolt ,,at
home." Butwhat they would try to do and what theywould be able
to do are not necessarily the same, especially keeping in mind the
global commitments and conflicts they are already involved in-and
the much bigger ones approaching-and all the political-military
problems for them that have been mentioned.
For all these reasons, an armed uprising in a country like the USA
would not be going up against "all that"-and certainly nothing like
"all that" at the very start. The most likely scenario that could be
pictured is one where at the start such an uprising, occuring in a
number of cities at (more or less) the same time, would be facing only
a fraction of the enemy forces-mainly those already on the scene
with the level of orgarization and armament that they have on hand
for putting down uprisings. It is quite possible that within a day or
two after the actual insurrection started, some regular army reinforcements, with their weapons and support systems, would be sent in;
but by that time, if it was winning initial victories against the local
forces, the insurrectionary armed force would have gained valuable
experience and tempering in the heat of battle, as well as gaining a
lot more fighters from the ranks of the people and also some useful
equipment. In any case, it is unlikely that right at the start an insurrec[ion would be ,p against t]re other side's most powerfully and
effec[ively armed and orgarized units, deployed offensively in an
all-out effort to crush the insurrection.
And it is important to note that, in their fypical arrogant contempt
for the masses of oppressed people, the ruling authorities and their
forces of "law and order" think of uprisings against them overwhelmingly in terms of "unruly rnobs," without political consciousness and
disciplined organization, or as the actions of small bands of ,,terrorists," cut off from the masses of oppressed people and having no
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that has a
support among them. But an actual armed uprising-one
to be
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draw in thousands, tens of thousands, and ultimately millions
them in various forms of combat and support activity'

Iko

Basic Paths

In one discussion, Mao Tsetung said that all military logic could

I'11 fight my way'" But
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be reduced to this: "You fight your way and

and other factors, including intemational developments-1arge-scale

warfarewouldbewagedtodeliverthedecisivedefeattothecounterAnd tltis
revolutionary armed iorces and liberate the whole country'
is what did haPPen in China.
In conceiving this road to revolution, and in leading the many
tums' Mao
struggles to acnrally carry it out, through all the tv''ists and

new trail: He established proracted people's war as the basic
tlre
path for the revolu[ion in countries like China-a path that remails
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correct and necessary road, as a general

and he also developed the first,
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de, in the Third \(odd todaycomprehensive Marxist military
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in the Maoist people's war in Peru today-because of a combination
of factors. The level of technology, induding means of transportation
and communication, is not so highly developed in such countries.
The general backwardness and uneven development of the countryside provides relatively g[eater opporh]nity for local self-sufficiency
in parts of the countryside. The authority of the central govemment

does not extend

in a uniform and powerful way throughout

the

country. The social antagonisms in these countries are generally very
acute, and the situation of the broad masses of people is desperate.
The reactionary ruling class (and its imperialist masters) is not able to
concentrate ifs armed forces with enough speed, coordination, and
massive force to encircle and wipe out guerrilla forces that can hit
quickly and with sulprise and then move away, or "melt back into the
local population," just as quickly.
Such tactics by the revolutionary armed forces are the concrete
application of the principles of revolutionary warfare---developed to
their highest level so far by Mao Tsetung-to the achral sin:adon in
countries of this kind. They represent a living embodiment of the
fundamental principle summarized by Mao: Revolutionary war is a
war of the masses. In the actual circumstances of such countries,
these tactics and their guiding military strategy provide the way for
masses of people to support the revolution ry wa\ to actively join in
this war in ever-increasing numbers, and ttrrough this war develop
their abiliry to become masters of society. This is what it means, in
such conditions, for the revolutionary forces to fight "our way."
But this is not the case in a country like the USA, where the grip
of the ruling class on society is very highly centralized in a strong
national government and at the same time is powerfully extended
throughout the country; where the level of technology, including

means

of

transportation and communication,

is very

highly

developed; where the ruling class can concentrate massive armed
force in any particular place within a relatively short period of time;
and where the general situation, including the conditions of the
broad masses, does not indine and enable them to support and

actively take part

in

revolutionary war except at relatively rare

periods of extremely intense crisis and social upheaval. In countries
of this kind, as Mao pointed out, the revolutionary path lies first in the
preparation for waging revolutionary warfare-preparation that

hinges on political work to influence the masses of people

in

a

revolutionary way, to lead them in militantly confronting the system,
to recruit the advanced into the vanguard revolutionary party, and to
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"our way" but in the final analysis "their way"-and with the predictable results: isolation and defeat.
On the other hand, it must be said that an eyen greater danger in
countries like the USA is that the necessary work of political prepantion will degenerate into reformist politics, that it will lose its connection with the task of waging the revolutionary armed struggle when
the possibility arises, and that the opening to wage such an armed

will not even be recognized-perhaps no longer even
looked for. No matter how sharp the contradicdons in society get, no
matter how explosive the conflicts in society and the world become,
struggle

no matter how much the anger of the masses builds up-now
erupting, now smoldering-it will always be possible to point to the
remaining strength of the ruling class, to the fact that it still has some
reseryes and some maneuvering room, that there are still many
backward masses, even among the most oppressed, and on and on.
And, as the "bottom line," itwill always be possible to say, "we can't
possibly win," because it will alwalr look tbat way until tbe armed
struggle is undenaay and gaining momenturn
I"enin pointed out that one of the distingr-rishing fearures of civil
war, revolutionary civil war especially, is that the reseryes are found,
to a large degree, among people who are at first not actively involved, or el)enare in the camp of the enemy at the start. The drawing
of masses of formedy inactive people into the revolutionary armed
itself on a protracted basis.

Serious AboutVtnntng

forces,

in a very short period of time, is something that

makes

insurrectionary warfare stand out and something that is vital for its
success; and the winning over of troops from the other side, through
the combination of fighting them on the battlefield arrd at the same
time appealing to their basic interests as part of the oppressed
masses, is also a vital part of insurrectional revolutionary warfare.
These characteristics are factors that gve an insurrection a chance of
winning wben it may well appearon the surface tl;rat tbere is no sucb
cbante at all. Even keeping in mind the crucial point that was made
at the beginning-that, particularly at the sLart, an armed uprising in
a country like the USA would not be going up against anything like
the full military power of the ruling class--even keeping this in mind,
it is still true that gaining initial victories and quickly building the kind
of momenfum that could draw in large numbers of masses would not
be a "sure shot" for an insurrectionary force thatwould have to begin
only lighdy armed and with only a very elementary level of orgarization and training. So the pull to put off the launching of the insurrec-

tion, to put off the armed struggle...and put

it

off...and put it
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off...this will always be a very powerful pwll, euen ubenthere is
acnrally the basis to have a real shot-if not a "sure shot"-at winning'

Necessary Conditions
In light of this, we can retum to the basic question posed at the

very begiLing of this article: uThat are the necessary conditions that
have to exist for there to be an armed uprising that has a real chance
of success? No one Can Set down an exact list of such conditions-

one, fwo, three, four-..-certainly not one that will provide

a

"guaranteed recipe for success." But it is possible to identify some basic
cinditions, ,o*e brsi" elements that would be key ingredients of any
zuccessful armed insurrection in a country like ttre USA'
possibly
.Theremustbeaseriouscristsinsocietyandingouernment.Such
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"law and ordeq" especially those who would do so in a politically
conscious way. Such combativity, such upheaval and rebellion,
creates the kind of atmosphere in which sympathy and support for
revolution is gained among significant elements in the middle class
who are fed up with the way things are going a;nd are outraged by
the ruthless determination of the ruling class to carry out its murderous program and to crush any opposition. This kind of atrnosphere also gives more operating room to the revolutionary forces. It
gives them more basis for iesisting the intensiffing repression, for
enlisting masses in this, and for turning this resistance into an important part of the preparations for an insurrection. It spreads the
"contagion" of rebellion and noncooperation with the authori[ies
and disrupts their efforts to surveil, to train their sights on and wipe
out revolutionary forces and revolutionary leadership before there is the
drance to get the insurrection off the ground. Such combativity, rebellion, and widespread upheaval makes the question of armed uprising
more of a real possibility andapractical, living question among broader
numbers of the oppressed, and presents the best conditions for those
most indined toward revolutionary armed struggle to come forward.

things as depressed economic conditions for large numbers of
p"o[t" and instability in the economic situation; disaffection and
iirllrrrio.r,,ent with government institutions and leaders; widenot
spread feelings that theinstitutions of society and govemment do
work as they're supposed to, that things aren't fair and are stacked in
favor of certain groups, and so on: These kinds of things form a
backdrop againsi which particularly sharp iolts in society and the
world can cause avery acute crisis to erupt. Such iolrs can come from
a sudden, unexpected defeat or loss in a war or military adventure'
or tJ:e exposure of a dangerous move [oward war; from an attempt
by the government to .u.ry out repression that is handled badly

It is very important to emphasize that certainly not all-in fact
probably nothing like a majority-of those taking part in such
upheaval and rebellion would start off as conscious supporters of the
revolutionary program and leadership of the proletariat. More and
more of the rebellious masses must be won to this program and
leadership through the course of the struggle leading up to the

traw that broke the
and severe shock in the economy; and
sudden
from
a
people;
many
,o o.t. I., ,"*", the point is: It could come from anywhere, if there
^ to be the right "mix" of events in society and the wodd
just happens
here can
at me iartic"lar time. Many of the kinds of things mentioned
be see.t, in one form or another, in the present-day sifuation' and
there is definitely avery real possibility that this kind of "mix" could
crecome together, iuddenty and seemingly "out of nowhere," and
ate the knd of serious crisis that would call forth turmoil and
upheaval throughout society that could not be easily silenced or

insurrection and even after the insurrection has been launched. This
points to the final crucial condition that must be focused on here.
Tbere must be a uanguard party capable of tuming tbe mass
upbeaual and rebellion lnto an organized irtsurrection and. giuing it
ouerall leadercbip and direction; and. tbere rnl6t be a backborrcforce
ofproletartans and other oppressed masses who baue bem syternatically trained intbe lirw of tbepaty and inwo* carried out according to tbis line.Vlhat other force will be capable of carrying out the
necessary preparations, of determining when the time is right to go
over to the insurrectionary struggle, and of enabling this struggle to
take an organized and disciplined characteq guided by a vision of
fighting to break all chains of enslavement, abolish all forms of

and/or
particu
that so

d and PerhaPs fierce
e, a Political event, ra

suppressed.

Theremustbenxassupbeaualandrebellion,includingLflt'ong
proletari'ans and otber oppressed people in society' Tll,e
basic
the
oppr"rr"d masses must be in a comba[ive mood, in a mood to
,uppo.t and protect those who would go up against the forces of

exploitation and oppression?
lVhat program, other than the program of the revolutionary
proletariat, will be able to point the way to overcoming the divideand-conquer tactics of the enemy and unite the oppressed of all
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insurrectionary wartare had succeeded---once the local enemy forces
(and probably some enemy regular units sent as reinforcements) had
been defeated in battle and the revolutionary forces had liberated some
urban areas-then the revolutionary forces would have accomplished a
great de l in revolutionary wat and would have abasis for meeting the
new challenges and for going ahead and winning. And if it is possible to
conceive of getting irtosuch a war with them, for real, then it is certziriy
possible to conceive of tuinningthat war.
And let's not forget the tremendous worldwide effects of acn_rally
engagtrng in such a revolutionary war in a country that is a bastion of
imperialism and oppression and ernlavement of masses of people and
whole nations all over the wodd----once revolulionarywar broke out in
such a coun[y, the whole wodd would be thrown into turmoil such as
it has never seen before-nothing would remain untouched by this.
Rebellion, uprising, revolulion, including revolutionary wars, would be
given tremendous impulse, from the "bad<yard" of the imperialists to
the far comers of the globe, on every continent and literally in every
counuy. It would be as if a glganuc earthquake had erupted under the
entire structure of wodd relations. rWho would not give ary,thing to be
in that situa[ion? How to get there retums us to the question: \What is the
correct and necessary work of revolutionaries today?

ground and have a real chance at winning'

In the pamphlet Prearing the Ground for Reuolution I emphasized that carryring ouf our party's central task-{reate Public
Opinion/Seize Power-provides the basic guideline for preparing
the ground politically for revolution and then waging the revolutionary struggle to actually oyerthrow the system and esUblish a new
revolutionary power and base area for the wodd revolution. preparing minds and organizing forces for revolution: that is the content of
preparing for the struggle to seize powet of preparing the ground for
revolution. In that same pamphlet I compared this political work to
layingsiege to the fortress of imperialist rule. Such political work can
also be compared to preparatory bombardment. This political work
is our equivalent of artillery, with the party newspaper the heaviest
gun. lil(ith such political artillery we are "softening up" the enemy,
while at the same time we are carrying out political movements and
engagements [o arouse the masses, influence the political terrain,
and gather and train our forces. And we are learning to do this in a
way that strengthens and protects our organization, and in that way
prepares for the future. W.hen the conditioru do emerge, when the
"mix" comes together, when the ground has been prepared as much
as it can be, then it is time to seize the ground that has been prepared.

